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DVD $19.99 

 

 
 

 

 

August Taylor is your hot, big tit wife, and you are her small 

dick, cuckold bitch. She coaxes you with an amazingly deep 

and sensual blowjob until you agree to let her fuck other 

men. You try to draw the line at sucking their cum from her 

pussy, but resistance is futile. To humiliate you further, 

August makes you wear her pantyhose. She slaps away 

your hands when you try to touch your dick, then locks it in 

chastity. She returns from a date with multiple loads of cum 

from mulitple men dripping out of her. She orders you to 

lick it up and you are eager to comply. Then she surprises 

you with a big strap-on dildo. She makes you suck and deep 

throat her big cock! 

 



 

 
DVD $19.99 

 

 
 

 

 

Your hot teen step daughter masturbates while thinking 

about turning you into her cuckold bitch. She sucks the 

knob of your scrawny dick until you agree to her serve her, 

fuck her and only her, and eat her boyfriend's cum from her 

pussy. She orders you to the bed, but instead of fucking 

you, she locks you in chastity. She returns from a date with 

loads of nasty semen dripping from her hole. She orders 

you to lick it up if you ever want to regain your freedom. 

Alexa brings her boyfriend home where you're forced to 

watch as they fuck. They mock you as they cum again and 

again and you're forced to suck out the resulting creampie. 

 

 
DVD $19.99 

 

 
 

 

 

Sensual Blonde Misha Mayfair is tired of being married to a 

small dick loser like you. She calls your best friend Mike, 

hungry for his big cock. She sucks and deep throats your 

tiny penis until you agree to her perversion. Resistence is 

futile with the heat of her mouth on your dick. She orders 

you to the bed, but instead of fucking you, she locks you in 

chastity. She leaves to meet Mike, and returns with her 

pussy gushing with his cum. She commands you to suck up 

your friend's gooey semen. Misha brings Mike home where 

you are forced to watch as they fuck. They laugh at you as 

they cum again and again and you're forced to suck out the 

resulting creampie.  



 

 
DVD $19.99 

 

 
 

 

 

Hot Blonde Skylar Madison consented to marry you, but 

now you must consent to her perverse demands. She sucks 

and deep throats your tiny dick to get you to agree to let 

her go out and fuck other guys. You try to resist, but she 

can make you promise to do anything... including sucking 

other men's cum from her pussy. She locks your cock up in 

chastity and tells you that it’s for your own good and that 

you’ll learn to love it, and sucking cum from her freshly 

fucked pussy. She goes out and gets fucked by lots of other 

men, returning with their sperm dripping from her pussy 

and ass. She orders you to suck it out of her. She taunts 

you as the slimy loads run down your throat. 

 

 
DVD $19.99 

 

 
 

 

 

Blonde, blue-eyed goddess Holly Heart may have married 

your pathetic ass, but she actually craves real men with 

much bigger cocks. And more than that, she needs to 

control and dominate you. She manipulates you while she 

sucks your puny dick and gets you to agree to submit to her 

will and lock you up in chastity while she gets to fuck other 

men. She locks up your tiny penis in a chastity device, 

threatens to put you in pantyhose, and shows you a long, 

thick strap-on dildo that she plans to shove up your ass. 

She's going to fuck your ass as a reward for eating other 

mens' cum out of her pussy. Later she comes home and 

tells you she didn't just fuck one guy, but several.  



 

 
DVD $19.99 

 

 
 

 

 

Thought you were lucky when you got British sex-demon 

Chessie Kay to marry you? Thought paying for her huge 

breast implants and buying her sexy clothes was a good 

investment? Think again! While Chessie sucks your puny 

dick with her plump lips, she lets you know who's the boss. 

She's going to go out and fuck other men and you have no 

choice but to let her do it. She slaps your cock mercilessly 

until you agree to her demands.  

You whimper while she locks you into a chastity device. She 

tortures you by sucking and tit fucking the hard plastic cage 

surrounding your dick, and laughs as you groan with 

frustration. 

 

 
DVD $19.99 

 

 
 

 

 

Your wicked wife, Jessica Ryan, masturbates while thinking 

about fucking a bigger dick than yours. When you catch her, 

she tells you how she wants to spice up your marriage. She 

sucks your dick until you agree to let her fuck other men. 

When you suggest you should be able to fuck other women, 

she slaps your penis until you agree to her terms. You're 

afraid but excited that she may want this to be more than a 

fantasy. To prevent you from masturbating or trying to fuck 

other women, Jessica locks your penis in chastity. No 

cumming for you until you obey her every filthy request. 

She returns from a date, her pussy and asshole gushing 

with thick semen. 



 

 
DVD $19.99 

 

 
 

 

 

Your wife is the frisky and wicked Paris Lincoln. She smiles 

gleefully as she tells you she intends to fuck other guys and 

make you watch. She sucks your cock to get you to agree. 

When she insists you suck another man's cum from her 

pussy, you try to back out. But it's futile. She slaps your 

cock until she has your obedience. It's her cock now. 

She locks you in chastity, letting you out only so you can 

fuck her while her ex-boyfriend's semen lubricates her 

freshly-fucked pussy. You're dick seems so tiny compared 

to his she can barely feel it. 

 

 
DVD $19.99 

 

 
 

 

 

Your hot, dominant wife, Sienna Savage twists you around 

her finger. She sucks your cock and gets you to agree to 

her desire to fuck other guys. She slaps your cock when you 

balk at her insistence that you suck their cum from her 

pussy. Your resistance is short-lived. 

Soon she has your dick locked in a chastity device and she 

goes out to meet another guy. After leaving you locked up 

for two weeks, she returns from a date with a pussy 

gushing with another man's semen. She orders you to suck 

it out of her, threatening you with never getting out of 

chastity if you don't comply. 



 

 
DVD $19.99 

 

 
 

 

 

Your wicked bride, Dillion Carter, wants to fuck other guys. 

She tells you it's going to happen while she sucks your 

cock. You try to resist. You say you'll fuck other girls too -- 

but get your dick slapped mercilessly for even thinking such 

a thought. 

You try to touch your dick but she smacks you hand away. 

After repeated sucking and slapping, you give in. You admit 

that Dillion owns your cock, is the only one allowed to touch 

it, and you even reluctantly agree to sucking other men's 

cum from her pussy. 

 

 
DVD $19.99 

 

 
 

 

 

Your stunningly hot, blonde wife, Cosima Knight, sucks your 

cock while she tells you that she intends to fuck her ex-

boyfriend and other men too. Her hot mouth, and her 

threats of putting you into chastity convince you to go along 

with it. 

When you suggest that you'll try to fuck other girls, Cosima 

brutally slaps your dick. She locks it in chastity and teases 

you with the key. 

Later she returns from a date with her old boyfriend. His 

semen oozes out of her pussy and she commands you to 

lick it out. Threatened with eternal chastity, you meekly 

slurp up the gooey creampie. 



 

 
DVD $19.99 

 

 
 

 

 

Pretty Scarlett Fever lies on your bed masturbating and 

plotting your downfall. You discover her and before you can 

stop her, she's on her knees giving you an incredible 

blowjob. 

You succumb to her seduction and soon you're promising 

her anything, even not fucking your own wife, just for the 

pleasure of being her sex toy. 

You fuck her on your bed. You can't believe how much 

tighter her young pussy is than her mother's. She tells you 

she owns you and your cock. And to prove it, she locks your 

dick in a chastity device and wears the key to it safely 

around her neck. She's turned your heaven into a hell. 

 

 
DVD $19.99 

 

 
 

 

 

How can a girl who just turned 18 (still in braces!) be so 

perverse? You're about to find out as you discover your 

stepdaughter Marilyn Moore naked and masturbating on 

your bed. This hot, blonde, crazy-eyed vixen has been 

plotting to steal you from her mom and make you her 

obedient bitch. 

Before you can escape, Marilyn has pulled your cock out of 

your pants and starts giving you a deep, sensual blowjob 

that nearly makes you forget your wife. You agree to keep 

this taboo encounter a secret as she slaps your cock and 

demands you submit to the desires of your princess 

stepdaughter. 



 
DVD $19.99 

 

 
 

 

 

Your southern belle teen stepdaughter, Chloe Addison, looks 

so sweet and innocent, but when you walk in on her while 

she's masturbating, naked on your bed, you realize that 

looks can be deceiving. She says she wants to play with 

you, and before you can stop her, she has your cock in her 

mouth. You beg her to stop, but as she gives you the best 

blowjob of your life, you feel your resolve slip away. Soon 

she owns you and your cock. 

No more mommy, no more jerking off. Your cock is her toy 

and hers alone. You dare not say no. She wants your cock 

in her pussy and you eagerly comply. Fucking her tight, 

young hole, you scream in ecstasy. She rides you hard and 

fast until shecums. 

 

 
DVD $19.99 

 

 
 

 

 

Your fresh, young, brunette stepdaughter, Jodi Taylor, 

masturbates furiously on your bed, thinking about ways to 

put you under her control and turn you into her slave. When 

you discover her, you know you should immediately turn 

around and walk out. 

So how does your dick end up in her mouth? How could you 

be screaming with pleasure? How do you end up agreeing to 

serve her every whim, even if it means never having sex 

with your wife again? 

You're a horny man, that's how. She spanks your penis, 

explaining that it belongs to her now, and you, being a 

weak-willed step father, can't even say no. 



 

 
DVD $19.99 

 

 
 

 

 

Layla Price is the ultimate femme fatale. Cold, blonde, and 

merciless. And you, chump that you are, had to go and 

marry her! 

Your wife deals out unbelievable pleasure by DEEP 

THROATING your cock, all while letting you know her plans 

to make you her slave. She berates you for being a horrible 

fuck, and tells you that all her orgasms on your tiny dick 

were faked. You try to protest when she says she's going to 

go out and fuck other, better, bigger-cocked men, but she 

SLAPS YOUR DICK until you agree to her demands. 

 

 
DVD $19.99 

 

 
 

 

 

She's young, she has huge tits, and she's horny as hell! You 

can't help but spy on your hot stepdaughter, Natasha Vega. 

But you don't expect to find her naked on your bed! 

You certainly don't expect her to drop to her knees and give 

you a BLOWJOB! You're terrified of being discovered and try 

to make her stop, but she won't let up, and your resistance 

melts. She says she wants to turn you into her little bitch. 

You don't understand, but the feeling of her wet lips around 

your dick is all you care about. 

She SLAPS YOUR COCK repeatedly, letting you know that 

she owns it now, forbidding you from ever fucking her mom 

again. 



 

 
DVD $19.99 

 

 
 

 

 

Your wife, Jamie Jackson, has been watching Cuckold videos 

on the internet and she wants try it. She complains that 

your little dick doesn't satisfy her and she needs big cocks. 

You hate the idea of watching her fuck other men, but her 

oral skills break down your resistance. She gives you a hot 

BLOWJOB, bringing you to the edge of agreement, then she 

SLAPS YOUR COCK when you try to back out. She's going to 

MAKE YOU SUCK COCK and EAT THE CUM of her big dick 

lovers, and she's going to make you love every minute of it. 

She locks you in CHASTITY to make sure you bring her big 

cock. And the big cock she wants to start with is your friend 

Mike! 

 

 

 
DVD $19.99 

 

 
 

 

 

Your wicked stepdaughter Addie Juniper tells her girlfriend 

about her plans to seduce you and turn you into her cuckold 

bitch and obedient sissy slave. 

She's masturbating on your bed when you walk in. Before 

you can leave, she's on her knees and begging for your 

cock. You try to resist, but soon her lips are wrapped 

around your knob and your self-control disappears. 

As she gives you a sensual BLOWJOB, she insists that she 

won't allow her mom to have your cock anymore. She's a 

greedy stepdaughter and refuses to share. You protest, but 

she starts SLAPPING YOUR DICK until you agree. 



 

 
DVD $19.99 

 

 
 

 

 

Your stepdaughter, luscious redhead teen Melody Jordan, 

plays with herself, naked, fantasizing about turning you into 

her fuck toy and cuckold bitch. 

You walk-in on her as she masturbates and she quickly 

seduces you. You admit that this was your fantasy, and 

soon she's SUCKING YOUR COCK and promising to keep it 

secret. She begs you to fuck her and you're quick to 

comply. 

Melody rides you with her young pussy, so much tighter and 

wetter than her mom's. You can't believe how good it feels 

to be FUCKING YOUR STEPDAUGHTER, and how lucky you 

are... but your luck soon runs out. 

 

 
DVD $19.99 

 

 
 

 

 

Sexy blonde teen Cameron Dee is your gorgeous 

stepdaughter. She tells her friend how she plans to seduce 

you, make you fuck her brains out, then enslave you. Own 

your cock and make you her bitch. 

When you walk in on her as she MASTURBATES, all hope is 

lost. You protest when she comes onto you, but before she 

even has your dick out of your pants, your fate is sealed. 

Cameron gives you the best BLOWJOB you've ever had, 

then SLAPS YOUR DICK when you try to disobey her. She 

insists that she is the only one allowed to use your cock. 

Her mom can't touch it any more. 



 

 
DVD $19.99 

 

 
 

 

 

Your sizzling stepdaughter Savannah Fox is a sensual vixen, 

and don't imagine she hasn't noticed you noticing her. She 

lies in wait on your bed, naked, and planning your downfall. 

You stumble into her trap, and before you can escape, your 

dick is in her mouth. 

Savannah whispers seductively as she SUCKS YOUR COCK, 

turning you into her slave. She SLAPS YOUR COCK when 

you try to exert your own will. Your fate is sealed. She owns 

you! 

Determined to control you completely, Savannah locks your 

penis in a CHASTITY DEVICE and taunts you by pretending 

to suck you through the hard plastic. 

 

 
DVD $19.99 

 

 
 

 

 

Your sexy stepdaughter Emily Kae can't help but gossip 

about you with her girlfriend over the phone. She tells them 

her plans to dominate you and turn you into her CUCKOLD 

BITCH. When you walk in on her, your fate is sealed. 

Before you can stop her, your cock is in her hand, in mouth, 

down her throat! You protest, you tell her it's wrong, but 

she won't listen and neither will your dick. Soon, she has 

you making promises to serve and obey her.To pleasure 

only her, and to not touch her mom ever again. 



 

DVD $19.99 

 

 
 

 

 

You've been under the power of your crazy, blonde 

stepdaughter, Leya Falcon, since you married her mother. 

But now she shows you just how warped she really is. She 

orders you into her room where she wears a STRAP-ON 

DILDO and nothing else. 

First, Leya gets on her knees and demonstrates how she 

wants you to suck her cock. She gives you the most 

incredible BLOWJOB you've ever had, DEEPTHROATING it 

until you nearly cum. Then she orders you to the floor and 

MAKES YOU SUCK HER STRAP-ON. 

She SLAPS YOUR COCK brutally until you agree to all her 

demands. She locks you in CHASTITY and smacks your 

caged cock even more.  

 

DVD $19.99 

 

 
 

 

 

She's blonde and she's bad! Teen seductress Emily Austin is 

your cold, wicked Stepdaughter, and she masturbates while 

plotting to cuckold you and turn you into her Step dad bitch 

cuckold! When you walk in on her naked, you're already 

doomed. 

Before you know it, your cock is in her hands and her 

mouth. You're terrified of being discovered by your wife but 

your stepdaughter's oral skill has you enslaved. You say 

you'll do anything for her... but you start to come to your 

senses when she asks you to buy her a new car! 

She SLAPS YOUR DICK brutally and soon you're promising 

her everything, including a car.  



 

DVD $29.99 

 

 
 

 

 

Drop to your knees you sissy cuckold husband! Here are 

four wives who put know how to put you in your place. 

Four of the best scenes from POV Cuckold volumes 40, 41, 

42, and 43. While your wife is sucking your pathetic penis, 

they dominate and control you. They make you agree to 

their every perverse desire. They lock you in chastity, 

ridicule you for your small penis and turn into their bitch. 

They force you to kneel and watch them fuck better men 

with bigger cocks, then make you suck the creampies 

dripping from their pussies. 



 

DVD $29.99 

 

 
 

 

 

The end of your dignity as a man is at hand! Here are four 

women who will rob you of your masculinity. Three 

stepdaughters and one wife who suck you, fuck you, then 

lock up your tiny penis and go out to fuck bigger cocks. In 

up-close POV they mesmerize you into their sissy slaves, 

force you to watch them fuck better men, then make you 

suck loads of cum from their freshly battered holes. Verbal 

humiliation, cock slapping, facesitting, hard fucking and 

sucking, and gushing creampies for you to eat. 

 

DVD $29.99 

 

 
 

 

 

Get ready to say goodbye to your masculinity. Surrender to 

the women who will dominate you forever! 

Wife? Stepdaughter? This time, it's both. All of them out to 

turn you into the cum eating sissy bitch! In up-close POV 

they give deep, passionate blowjobs and let you fuck their 

hot pussies. But once under their spells, they lock your 

puny dick in chastity, and head out to get some real cock! 

They bring home pussies gushing with semen and command 

you to lick it out. 



 

DVD $29.99 

 

 
 

 

 

Four Wicked Stepdaughters plan the destruction of your 

manhood! 

One by one they seduce you then turn you into a grovelling 

sissy bitch! 

In up-close POV they give deep, passionate blowjobs and let 

you plow their young, tight pussies.  Once they have you 

under their spells, they slap your cock, lock it in chastity, 

and foce you to wear panythose. Watch them FUCK men 

better than you in every imaginable way. 

 

DVD $29.99 

 

 
 

 

 

Are you ready to be seduced then enslaved by your own 

Stepdaughters? 

Are you ready be humiliated, tortured, and sissified by 

these hot young ladies? 

Four Stepdaughters! Four scenes of cuckolding depravity! 

They suck your cock then make you their bitch in up-close 

POV. They slap your dick then lock it in chastity. They force 

you to wear PANTYHOSE while verbally humiliating you. 

Two of them make you suck a strap on cock, and one of 

them even fucks you in the ass with it! 

Kneel and watch them FUCK superior men, men better than 

you in every imaginable way.  



 

DVD $19.99 

 

 
 

 

 

The term ―Sissy Bitch‖ gets thrown around a lot these days, 

but hot blonde Leya Falcon's husband could be the sissy 

bitch poster boy! 

Leya dresses him in lingerie, puts trampy make-up on him, 

slaps a wig on his head, locks his worthless dick in a 

CHASTITY DEVICE, and writes ―Sissy Bitch‖ on his chest. 

She laughs at him mercilessly, smacks his locked up penis, 

makes him CRAWL to her on hands and knees, all while she 

unleashes withering VERBAL HUMILIATION. 

Enter her muscular, black stud, Robert Axel. She compares 

his big, hard, black cock with her husband's embarrassingly 

tiny member. 

 

 

DVD $29.99 

 

 
 

 

 

Here on one video, just the very best moments from ―POV 

Cuckold – Volumes 20, 21, 22, and 23‖. An all Point-Of-

View, rapid-fire, relentless assault of raw cuckolding action! 

Give up your last traces of manhood to Nicole Aniston, 

LylithLavey, Esperanza Diaz, and Tracy Sweet. 

Are you ready to be victimized by the women you love? Are 

you prepared to be their slave and obey their wickedest 

whims? Are you ready sacrifice your masculinity and submit 

to their depraved desires? 

 



 

DVD $19.99 

 

 
 

 

 

Your stepdaughter, naughty little devil Britney Young, plans 

to seduce you. When you walk in as she masturbates naked 

in bed, she springs her trap! 

The hot teen whips your cock out of your pants and starts 

sucking it. She tells you she's wanted it in her mouth and 

pussy for a long, long time. She promises that she'll keep it 

secret. 

Her warm, wet, young mouth destroys your resistance and 

sense of right and wrong.Soon she leads you to her bed 

where you think you'll get to fuck her. Think again! 

 

DVD $19.99 

 

 
 

 

 

Your stepdaughter is sassy little pixie Tracy Sweet. She lies 

in bed naked, masturbating, and plotting your downfall. 

When you walk in on her, your fate is sealed! 

The blonde teen SEDUCES you. She shows you how much 

younger and fresher she is than her mom. How much 

tighter and wet her pussy is. ―Who wants old when you can 

have new?‖ she asks. 

Soon your cock is in her hand, then in her mouth. You try to 

pull away, but you're too weak. She threatens to tell 

mommy if you don't do as she says. Your terror of being 

found out mixes with the incredible pleasure of getting a 

BLOWJOB from your stepdaughter. 



 

This title is only available as a 
Download 

 

 
 

 

 

Voluptuous Mika Tan has a wimpy husband who knows that 

she only married him for his money. He'll let her get away 

with anything, including calling a MALE STRIPPER to come 

over to entertain her. 

When the muscular, black dancer arrives, Mika's showers 

him with all the money her meek husband has in his wallet. 

The strip show quickly turns into passionate groping as the 

husband watches in horror. His protests are ignored as Mika 

starts sucking the stripper's BIG BLACK COCK. 

Mika compares the black's stud's rock hard boner with her 

husband's flaccid weenie and laughs. She insists her 

husband get close as she orally pleasures the stripper, then 

FORCES HIM TO SUCK COCK with her.  

 

 

This title is only available as a 
Download 

 

 
 

 

 

Forced Bi with Black Bull! Creampie Eating! Ball Licking by 

sissy husband! 

Hot MILF Joclyn Stone enjoys dominating and controlling 

her wimpy husband, but what she really needs is a big dick. 

Enter black super-stud Jayson. Jocyln eagerly pulls his 

HUGE COCK out of his pants and gobbles it into her mouth. 

When her husband returns home to find his wife giving a 

stranger a BLOWJOB, he tries to protest. Joclyn reminds 

him who's in charge. She's already locked his puny penis in 

a CHASTITY cage, and now she's going to make him watch 

while she get pleased by her big black lover. 



 

This title is only available as a 
Download 

 

 
 

 

 

FORCED BI with Black Bull! CREAMPIE EATING! Unsatisfied 

wife Amanda Blow drags her wimpy husband Jimmy to 

couples therapy. She rubs her pussy in frustration. 

Tall, black, therapist Jayson knows just what this marriage 

needs. He whips out his GIANT BLACK COCK and, to 

Jimmy's horror,  Amanda can't keep her hands and mouth 

off of it. 

Amanda and the therapist insist that to heal their marriage, 

Jimmy must share the experience. She grabs Jimmy's head 

and FORCES HIM TO SUCK COCK with her! She makes him 

LICK THOSE BIG BLACK BALLS and laughs at his feeble 

protests. 

 

DVD $24.99 

 

 
 

 

 

Four gorgeous ladies looking into your eyes and telling you 

how inadequate you are. How pathetic you are, what a tiny 

dick you have, how you deserve to be treated like crap. 

Four incredibly sexy goddesses caging your manhood and 

owning your soul. 

That's what you get in this unforgettable compilation of 

cuckolding madness! Hot step-daughters Casey Cumz and 

Ashli Ames, hot wives Eva Notty and Jacky Joy. None of 

them hold back as they crush your ego and seek pleasure 

from strange men with bigger, better cocks. 

Get your DICK SLAPPED, get locked up CHASTITY, get 

forced to fuck then eat multiple CREAMPIES from stretched 

out pussies – again and again and again and AGAIN! 



 

This title is only available as a 
Download 

 

 
 

 

 

3 CREAMPIES! 3 CREAMPIE EATING SCENES!Hot little 

redhead Ariel Storm is home alone and horny. She calls up 

three guys to come over for a GANG-BANG. Unfortunately, 

her small dicked husband Gabriel comes home first. 

He's depressed because he's just lost his job. Rather than 

comfort him like a wife should, Ariel demolishes the last of 

his ego by telling him about her plans to get fucked. 

Ariel greets her three guests like a good hostess: with hugs 

and kisses while wearing see-thru red lingerie. All three 

guys mock her ever more humiliated husband. She orders 

him to lie on the floor, then sits on his face. As Gabriel licks 

her pussy, the lovers' pants come off. 

 

DVD $22.99 

 

 
 

 

 

Husband Johnny comes home to find his beautiful wife TERA 

KNIGHTLY horny, dressed in lingerie, and ready to fuck, he 

thinks he's in for some good lovin'! 

Guess again! Tera tells him that while spending all his 

money at the mall, she met a few studly guys and invited 

them over. She teases him and his limp, little dick. 

As Johnny meekly tries to argue, there's a knock at the 

door. Enter three strange men. Big guys. Rough, tattooed 

thugs. And his wife is clearly thrilled. 

Johnny protests as he watches Tera KISS and RUB AGAINST 

these strange guys. They fondle her, play with her tits and 

ass. She makes her hubby lie down on the floor, then sits 

on his face.  



 

DVD $19.99 

 

 
 

 

 

Your hot, blonde, big-tit wife is a dead-ringer for a certain 

pop music superstar, but you know her as LylithLavey. As 

she gives you a slow, sensual blowjob she turns you into 

her obedient bitch. You'll do anything to keep her satisfied, 

even letting her fuck other guys, then sucking their cum out 

of her pussy.She SLAPS YOUR DICK and SITS ON YOUR 

FACE. She orders you to warm up her pussy for her date 

with a big cock stud. She HYPNOTISES you with the key to 

a CHASTITY DEVICE, which she then locks onto your penis. 

She returns from her date with her panties sopping with 

semen. She saved it just for you to slurp up. Since refusal 

means the Chastity Device stays on your tiny dick, you're 

eager to lap up the mess with your tongue. 

 

 

 

DVD $29.99 

 

 
 

 

 

Your wife, Nicole Aniston, looks like a supermodel – and 

acts like an icy bitch! She gives you a BLOWJOB, but bliss 

turns to nightmare as she tells you about the CHASTITY 

DEVICE she's bought for you and how she plans on going 

out and getting BIGGER COCK for herself. 

She sits on your face and makes you warm up her pussy, 

before making you help her dress for her date. She 

constantly tells you how hilariously pathetic you are. She 

locks your dick in its new home: the CHASTITY CASE.  

She returns from her date with a big CREAMPIE oozing out 

of her pussy.  



 

 
DVD $19.99 

 

 
 

 

 

Your stepdaughter, Esperanza, is just too cute for words. So 

sweet and innocent looking. Until you catch her 

masturbating in her room! Then she shows you just how 

grown-up she is. 

She knows that you've been secretly fantasizing about her 

soft lips, and before you know what's happening, she's 

seduced your cock out of your pants and into her hot 

mouth. As she gives you the best BLOWJOB of your life, she 

warns of the CONSEQUENCES of failing to do everything she 

wants. 

Clearly little Esperanza has been planning this for a long 

time. She leads you into her bedroom by your dick, where 

she makes you FUCK her brains out.  

 

 

 

 
DVD $19.99 

 

 
 

 

 

Expecting wedded bliss? You should have known better 

when you signed up to marry the devastating platinum 

blonde Jacky Joy! Without pity, without compassion, she 

tells you she needs to get fucked and your dick is too small 

to please her. She only wanted you for your money. 

She sucks and SLAPS your tiny weenie while she VERBALLY 

ABUSES you. She humiliates you by forcing you to wear 

PANTYHOSE. She promises to lock your dick up in a 

CHASTITY DEVICE while she goes out to find real men with 

10 inch cocks. 



 

 
DVD $19.99 

 

 
 

 

 

You're in trouble now, step-dad! You walk in on your 

WICKED STEP-DAUGHTER Ashli Ames as she MASTURBATES 

in bed. Although barely 19, she's already a cold and 

calculating ice queen! 

Ashli seduces you with ruthless efficiency. Soon your rock 

hard dick is in her wet mouth. She wants you so bad, and 

she promises she'll keep it secret. You try to resist but she 

SUCKS YOUR COCK like a pro – something your wife never 

does - and soon you give in. 

But as soon as you've built up a big load of cum and you're 

ready to blow, she stops and locks you up in a CHASTITY 

DEVICE. Immediately she starts VERBALLY HUMILIATING 

you and you realize you're screwed! 

 

 

 

 
DVD $19.99 

 

 
 

 

 

You married a big, bold, brash, beautiful, BIG TIT, brunette, 

but you're too much of a wimp to handle her. She dangles 

her huge, heavy, real breasts above your face and SLAPS 

YOUR DICK as she tells you that your worthless penis is too 

small to please her. 

Eva tells you that she's going to go out and fuck other men. 

Better men with bigger cocks. She can barely feel your tiny 

pecker when it's in her. She need 9 inches or more. A 

MERCY BLOWJOB and a PITY FUCK is all you can expect 

from her. 



 

 DVD $29.99 

 

 
 

 

 

Our most deranged compilation of cuckolding depravity yet! 

The very best footage from ―Cuckold Fantasies - Volumes 

17, 18, 19, and 20‖. 

All the husband-humiliating cuckold action you expect, plus 

even greater depths of perversion!  

An incredible 10 BLASTS OF CUM! 8 PUSSY CREAMPIES! 1 

ANAL CREAMPIE! 1 SNOWBALL! All slurped up by wimp 

husbands! 

A wife fucking her sissy husband with a HUGE STRAP-ON 

DILDO! A wife getting banged by a beautiful TRANNY 

LOVER! A wife letting her husband's best friend FUCK HER 

ASS!  

 

 

 

 

 
DVD $9.99 

 

 
 

 

 

Sweet. petite brunette Casey Cumz is your 19 year old 

step-daughter. You accidentally walk in on her while she's 

naked and masturbating. You ask if she wants anything... 

and she does. YOU! 

Before you can stop her, she's pulling your cock out of your 

pants and playing with it. She's been fantasizing about 

fucking you. Don't you want to? She won't tell her mom, 

she promises. You tell her it's wrong, but your cock sliding 

in and out of her wet mouth thinks differently. 

She continues to seduce you in her whispery, shy little-girl 

voice (she's really 19 you remind yourself) as she thrusts 

her fingers deep and fast into her wet pussy. 



 

 
DVD $19.99 

 

 
 

 

 

Kaylee Hilton is your brand new, 18 year old step-daughter 

and she has a plan!  

She looks so innocent when she smiles at you, showing off 

her braces. But she's already texted all her girlfriends about 

how she intends to seduce you and turn you into her 

cuckold slave! 

You try to resist when she reaches for your pants. ―This is 

wrong!‖ you protest, but your cock has other ideas as 

Kaylee wraps her hand and mouth around it. She promises 

you hot teen sex with no consequences as she gives you an 

incredible BLOWJOB. Your resistance dissolves. 

She invites you into her tight TEEN PUSSY, so much hotter, 

tighter, and younger than her mom's!  

 

 

 

 

 
DVD $19.99 

 

 
 

 

Candy Manson is your big tit, blonde, sex-bomb bride. Her 

plump lips are made for cock sucking, her rocking body built 

for fucking... which is why your tiny, limp dick can't satisfy 

her raging desires. 

She DEEP THROATS your weenie until you submit to her 

twisted demands. She's going to fuck other men with bigger 

cocks. Nine and ten inch cocks! And when they cum inside 

her, you're duty will be to suck their semen from her 

battered pussy. You protest, but she skillfully wears down 

your resistance. 

Candy SLAPS YOUR DICK and mocks it. She locks your limp 

joke up in CHASTITY so you can't masturbate or even think 

about fucking anybody else.  



 

 
DVD $19.99 

 

 
 

 

 

Heaven help you, for your wife is Mason Moore. The 

beautiful, big boobed brunette is a SQUIRTING, DEEP 

THROATING, sex-demon. But your pathetic little dick hasn't 

been satisfying her. Yes, she's been faking all her orgasms 

and your limp little weenie is to blame. 

She gives you a passionate BLOWJOB until you submit to 

her demand that she go out and fuck other guys. Guys with 

at least 10 inches of cock! When you finally agree, she 

SLAPS YOUR DICK brutally hard to remind you what a joke 

it is. 

 She sits her heavy, luscious ass on your face and orders 

you to warm up her pussy for the bigger cock that she 

needs. Then she locks you shriveled manhood into a 

CHASTITY DEVICE and brings her new lover into your bed. 
Mason screams in ecstasy. 

 

 
DVD $17.99 

 

 
 

 

 

Ashlynn Leigh is your hot, 18 YEAR OLD step-daughter. You 

can't help but sneak a peek at her in her bedroom. She 

catches you spying on her and touching yourself. It turns 

out that she's as horny as you are, and soon your cock is 

out of your pants, in her little hand, then in her warm, wet 

mouth. 

It's wrong, you tell her, you ask her to stop. Her moist, pink 

tongue darts over the head of your cock as you beg her to 

be quiet so her mom doesn't wake up. ―It'll be our dirty 

little secret,‖ she promises, then proceeds to show off her 

unbelievable DEEP THROATING skills. 

You play with her tight, young pussy and pert nipples, then 
enjoy a sizzling 69.  



 
DVD $19.99 

 

 
 

 

 

Your gorgeous, brunette trophy wife, Brandi Aniston, greets 

you decked out in shiny black latex and tells you her plans 

to go out and fuck other men. You don't understand. 

Doesn't your dick satisfy her? 

Are you kidding? She plays with your pathetically wimpy 

wiener, telling you how small it is even as she sucks it to 

force your agreement. She SLAPS YOUR COCK mercilessly 

until you cave in and agree to let her fuck other guys. 

To make it worse, she locks you up in a CHASTITY DEVICE 

and SITS ON YOUR FACE, making you warm up her tight 

pussy. She warns you it won't be tight for long. And the 

next time you get to lick her, she'll be filled up with another 
man's cum! 

 

 

 

 
DVD $19.99 

 

 
 

 

 

Your wife is hot, big boobed blonde Krissy Lynn, and you'll 

give her whatever her heart desires. And her heart desires 

HUGE COCK IN HER PUSSY! 

She greets you wearing BLACK LATEX and an evil grin. She 

promises to suck your dick like its never been sucked 

before... but only if you agree to let her fuck other guys. A 

lot of other guys! She teases you puny member with her 

warm, wet mouth until you finally acquiesce.  

She SITS ON YOUR FACE and commands you to prepare her 

pussy for the bigger cocks she's going to fuck. You lick her 

hole as she shakes her pale ass on your head. Then she 

locks your tiny dick in a CHASTITY DEVICE and brings in a 

random stranger to fuck her. 



 

 
DVD $19.99 

 

 
 

 

 

The hottest blonde in the business is back for more cum-

filled cuckolding action. This time Courtney Taylor is YOUR 

WIFE, talking trash directly to YOU, making you obey her 

commands, and making you lick up the CREAMPIES gushing 

from her pussy. 

Right away she tells you how it's going to be. She's bringing 

home a lover and you're going to sit in the corner or the 

bedroom while they fuck and laugh at you. Your little dick 

doesn't so it for her anymore so you'd better get used to it. 

She's an Orange County Princess and she gets whatever 
she wants! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 DVD $19.99 

 

 
 

 

 

3 Sex Scenes! 3 Creampies! 3 Creampie Eating 

scenes! One Hot Busty Blonde wife! 

Britney Amber is a gorgeous blonde housewife. Kade is her 

nerdy geeky husband. He wanted a trophy wife and Britney 

was a good choice. Problem is, all Kade does is sit on his 

computer and cellphone all day. Bad idea when you've got a 

super hot big titted wife like Britney.  

One day lying by the pool Britney comes to a realization. 

She needs more than Kade's money. She wants BIG COCK. 

Looking over at the pool man, she comes up with an idea. 

She's going to fuck him. And if he's good, she's going to 

fuck him over and over and over. 



 

 DVD $19.99 

 

 
 

 

 

For the First time we bring you ANAL CREAMPIE 

EATING! Watch hot MILF wife Syren get fucked in the ass 

by her bull lover and then force her husband to eat 

the creampie out of her asshole! 

Gabriel is your typical married man. He always wants more 

than he can ever have. Syren, who is a sexy MILF is tired of 

Gabriel wanting Anal sex, wanting to go to Swingers parties, 

wanting to watch her fuck another girl. 

It's time for Syren to run the show and set Gabriel straight 

once and for all. How about as a warmup for a swinger's 

party, Syren will fuck Gabriel's best friend Jack? Right in 

front of Gabriel.  

 

 

 

 

 

 DVD $19.99 

 

 
 

 

 

For the first time we bring you Forced bi Tranny 

cuckold creampie eating and Strap on Domination all 

in one video!  

This video has it all, from forced bi cock sucking, creampie 

eating from the wife’s pussy as the tranny blasts his load 

into her, chastity device humiliation, strap on domination by 

the wife fucking the husband and lots of intense hot sex! 

Gabrielle is a lousy husband. He never wants to fuck his 

wife. Poor Nikki is so frustrated by his lack of interest in sex 

with her. No matter how hard she tries to turn him on, he 

always seems to have an excuse, or someplace to go when 
she is at her horniest. How can this be?  



 

 DVD $19.99 

 

 
 

 

 

Special Bonus Blowjob Scene Only Available on the 

DVD. 

Husband humiliation is once again the order of the day and 

thick loads of semen are once again on the menu in a brand 

new installment of ―Cuckold Fantasies‖. This time, hot wife 

nympho Courtney Taylor is the hot wife nympho. A 

beautiful, tight blonde with perverse desires her wimpy 

husband cannot fulfill. Husband Gabrielle tries his best, but 

his tiny limp dick is nothing but a joke to Courtney. When 

he complains of not being allowed to fuck her, she lets him 

do so... with a big black FACE DILDO. When she catches 

him jerking off while watching her masturbate with a Magic 

Wand VIBRATOR, she forces his penis into a painfully tight 
CHASTITY DEIVICE. 

 

 

 
DVD $19.99 

 

 
 

 

 

Your wife's name is Flower Tucci and you are her bitch slave 

husband bound to her forever! 

She's a beautiful and terrifying presence in black latex. She 

shouts commands and VERBALHUMILIATION! She laughs 

at your feeble protests and makes you LICK HER ASS. 

That's when you discover SHE'S ALREADY BEEN FUCKING 

AROUND AND HER STRETCHED PUSSY AND ASSHOLE 

ARE DRIPPING WITH ANOTHER MAN'S CUM! That's 

right. No preliminaries. You're on your knees and slurping 

CREAMPIE in the first few minutes. 

Although you cry and resist, Flower locks your shriveled 

penis in a CHASTITY DEVICE then taunts you with the 
key to your freedom that hangs around her neck.  



 

 

 DVD $29.99 

 

 
 

 

 

Four hot wives! All married to you! All seen from your 

Point of View! 

Each beautiful bride belittles your manhood, locks up your 

penis in a CHASTITY DEVICE, and makes you warm up 

her pussy before she goes out to find and fuck other dudes. 

Your wimpy protests are ignored as they VERBALLY 

HUMILIATE YOU, SPANK YOUR COCK, and otherwise 

demean you. 

Each lovely wife gets FUCKED HARD AND FILLED WITH 

CUM by better men than you, with much bigger cocks than 

yours. Then they bring all that cum home, gushing through 

their panties, and demand that you kneel and lick it up.  

 

 

 
DVD $19.99 

 

 
 

 

 

She's back! The incredibly sensual Nikki Sexxx and her 

name is her business! 

You're her pathetic husband and you don't stand a chance 

of retaining your dignity as Nikki lays out the law for you. 

She's going to go out an fuck as many big cocks as she can 

and she's going to bring back their cum for you to eat out of 

her. You try to protest, but Nikki just mocks you, even as 

she locks your tiny penis in a CHASTITY DEVICE. 

Without further ado, Nikki is out on a date, and 

FUCKING A MUCH BIGGER COCK. She rides her new 

lover to MULTIPLE ORGASMS, even as she tells him that 

he's far from the first stud she's had that day.  

Nikki gets pounded DOGGY STYLE and COWGIRL and on her 

side takes a massive load of cum in her pussy. 



 

 
DVD $19.99 

 

 
 

 

 

Voluptuous platinum blonde Angel Vain is your sizzling hot 

wife in this depraved POV outing. With her ripe flesh and 

baby-doll voice, she seduces you into her wicked vision. She 

sucks your cock while telling you how tiny it is, and how 

much she needs a bigger cock to satisfy her. Her previous 

orgasms with you? She was faking! 

She sits on your face and orders you to warm up her 

pussy for her lover. You struggle under the smothering 

flesh of her broad ass.  

She SLAPS YOUR COCK brutally before she locks you up in 

a CHASTITY DEVICE. She taunts you with the key that 

hangs around her neck. Your anguish and humiliation make 

her giggle like a naughty little girl. 

 

 

 

 

 
DVD $19.99 

 

 
 

 

 

Your wife - YES, YOUR WIFE! - is the blonde mega-beauty 

Carolyn Reese, and she on her knees gazing up at you, 

taking your dick in her soft, warm mouth. You're the 

luckiest guy in the world, right? Guess again! 

As she blows you, Carolyn tells you that your cock is 

pathetic, that she needs to go out and get fucked by a real 

man. You try to protest, but her oral skills quickly 

encourage you to agree. She SLAPS YOUR COCK and 

SQUEEZES YOUR BALLS. She insists that you not jerk 

off while she's gone, so she locks you little manhood 

in a CHASTITY DEVICE. Before leaving, she sits on your 
face and makes you warm up her pussy. 



 

 DVD $29.99 

 

 
 

 

 

A husband's worst nightmare times four! A disturbing and 

undeniably arousing compilation of the hottest, nastiest 

scenes from Cuckold Fantasies Volumes 13, 14, 15, and 16. 

Cringe as weakling husbands stand by and watch their 

wives get plowed by hugely hung, muscle-bound studs, 

listen to their wives scream in ecstasy as they're pounded 

to repeated orgasms.  

Behold FORCED BI-SEXUAL ACTION! MULTIPLE 

SNOWBALLS! MULTIPLE CREAMPIE Eating by sissy 

HUSBANDS! LONG-DISTANCE SQUIRTING! INTENSE 

INTERRACIAL FUCKING! A REAL MARRIED COUPLE 

DEVOTED TO CUCKOLDIING! 

 

 

 DVD $29.99 

 

 
 

 

 

They're staring at you! They're talking to you! The most 

gorgeous wives in the world – all yours!  

Grovel on your knees in this all up-close, in-your-face, 

Point of View compilation. Watch as one wife after 

another sucks and fucks other men. Black guys, white guys, 

all with buff bodies and huge cocks all the while looking at 

you and ridiculing you for having such a small worthless 

cock!  

These gorgeous babes will put you in your place reminding 

you who the boss is, how small and pathetic your cock is 
and how it could never satisfy her. 



 

 
DVD $19.99 

 

 
 

 

 

Stunning, raven-haired beauty Alexa Nicole is your wife. 

Yes, yours! She calls herself a spoiled little princess and you 

want to do whatever it takes to keep her happy in this all 

POV epic. 

Alexa tells you how horny she is as she writhes on your 

marital bed. But your cock is a tiny joke that can't possibly 

satisfy her. She tells you she needs 9 inches or more, and 

you're going to let her go get it. 

You resist the idea, but she starts giving you an 

INCREDIBLY SENSUAL BLOWJOB, all the while 

convincing you to let her fuck other guys. Finally, you 
agree. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
DVD $19.99 

 

 
 

 

 

Right off the bat, your sexy hot wife Tatiana Kush has you 

in your place: on your knees, gazing up at her as she waves 

her STRAP-ON DILDO in your face. She caresses her 

young, firm flesh and her long, thick dildo, telling you she's 

going to go out and find other, bigger, better men to fuck. 

Your dick? That tiny thing is going to get locked up in a 

CHASTITY DEVICE while the key hangs around her neck. 

Next, you're lying on the bed as she grinds her pussy on 

your chastity locked penis. So close, but so far, she drives 

you crazy teasing you with what you can't have. Then she 

sits on your face, ordering you to get her pussy ready for 
the big cocks she's going to fuck. 



 

 
DVD $19.99 

 

 
 

 

 

How did you ever marry an Orange County Princess like 

Jamie Elle? Think you're lucky? Think again! 

Jamie kneels before you and plays with your cock.  In up-

close POV, she talks sweetly as she begins SUCKING 

YOUR DICK. 

You hope she's just playing a game when she tells you 

she wants to get fucked by aBIGGER, BETTER COCK. 

She tells you she wants YOU to SUCK OUT ANOTHER 

MAN'S CUM FROM HER PUSSY. You resist, but she insists 

that she gets whatever she wants. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
DVD $19.99 

 

 
 

 

 

This video was filmed with the camera angle of YOU being 

the husband of Hot Wife Nikki Sexx. The camera angles 

make YOU feel like you are the one in the movie. 

Dazzling, voluptuous Nikki Sexxx is your wife. Yes, YOUR 

WIFE! Gaze deeply into her beautiful blue eyes as she 

kneels before you and TEASES your cock.  In up-close 

POV, she talks sweetly as she begins SUCKING YOUR 

DICK. She drives you so crazy with passion, you would do 

anything for her. 

When she tells you she wants to get fucked by a BIGGER, 

BETTER COCK, you try to resist, but she's so completely 
bewitched you, you give in.  



 

 DVD $19.99 

 

 
 

 

 

Four Hot Wives, Four Hung Lovers, Four Pathetic 

Husbands! One amazing, semen-drenched 
compilation! 

Condensed versions of four of our very best cuckold movies 

assembled into one video. 

1. Cuckold Fantasies – Volume 9 

2. Cuckold Fantasies – Volume 10 

3. Cuckold Fantasies – Volume 11 

4. Cuckold Fantasies – Volume 12 

 

 

 

 DVD $19.99 

 

 
 

 

 

FOUR DEPRAVED CUCKOLD SCENES in ONE CUM 

DRENCHED VIDEO! 

Presented here, only the BEST scenes from 4 of our best 
selling videos.  

We’ve compiled 4 different movies into one, giving you the 

best scenes from all 4 videos into one, saving you a lot of 
money. This video is comprised of the following 4 videos: 

1. Cuckold Fantasies – Volume 1 

2. Cuckold Fantasies – Volume 3 

3. Cuckold Fantasies – Volume 4 

4. Cuckold Fantasies – Volume 8 



 

 DVD $19.99 

 

 
 

 

 

FOUR SCENES compiled into ONEvideo of husbands 

degraded beyond reason by wicked wives and their super-

stud lovers. 

We’ve compiled 4 different movies into one, giving you the 

best scenes from all 4 videos into one, saving you a lot of 
money. This video is comprised of the following 4 videos: 

1. Cuckold Fantasies – Volume 2 

2. Cuckold Fantasies – Volume 6 

3. Cuckold Fantasies – Volume 5 

4. Cuckold Fantasies – Volume 7 

 

 

 

 

 

 DVD $19.99 

 

 
 

 

 

A compilation that redefines the notion of ―In Your Face!‖ 

Ten gorgeous trophy wives in eleven ego-crushing scenes of 

Point of View cuckolding.  

These stunning beauties look you right in the eye and tell 

you what a worthless worm of a husband you are. They 

drop to their knees to suck the massive cocks of men far 

superior to you in every imaginable way. They taunt you 

with those saliva dripping cocks, asking if you want to suck 

them too. What a pathetic sissy-man you are! 

Watch as your untouchable wives bend over to get their 

pussies stuffed by the bigger, better cocks, and listen as 

they scream with pleasure – the kind of pleasure you could 
never deliver.  



 DVD $19.99 

 

 
 

 

 

―Cuckold Fantasies‖ has shown you many different types of 

husbands and wives. But this time it's different. Katie and 

Rick are a REAL MARRIED COUPLE! For them, cuckolding 

isn't just a movie fantasy, it's a way of life! AND WHAT A 

FUCKING LIFE!!! 

We begin with their visit to kinky marriage counselor, Dr. 

Phil Errup. When they confess that their sex life has become 

boring, Dr. Phil recommends they consider a swinging 

lifestyle. He goes even further, prescribing that they watch 

Roman Video's series of Cuckold Fantasies. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 DVD $19.99 

 

 
 

 

 

Welcome to the Real Orange County wife! Blonde, spoiled 

Princess Jaelyn is dominant and sexually starved and makes 

her pathetic husband find her a big black cock to fuck and 

suck! 

Horny Orange County Housewife Jaelynn Foxx is hot, sleek, 

white, and unbelievably spoiled! She tells you right off 

the bat that she gets whatever she wants. As she sits on 

the face of her beleaguered husband Vladi, SMOTHERING 

him into submission, she tell him she wants a BIG BLACK 

COCK!Vladi's tiny wiener can't do shit for her, so she orders 

him to recruit a hung black dude to fuck her. 

Desperate to save his marriage, Vladi complies, bringing 
home black super-stud Tyler Knight.  



 

 DVD $19.99 

 

 
 

 

 

This is cuckolding cruelty taken to unbelievable extremes. 3 

Creampies and 3 creampie eating scenes and 1 

Snowball scene! 

Husband Vladi is already bruised, whimpering, leashed, and 

shackled to a weightlifting bench when evil, mega-squirting 

wife Flower Tucci enters, ready to workout. She straddles 

his face for a set of crunches and bicep curls, 

SMOTHERING him under her sweaty crotch. Needing more 

personal attention, she decides to give her personal trainer 

a call. Vladi promises to serve her, but she pulls down his 

shorts to reveal a CHASTITY DEVICE locked to his 

amazingly tiny penis. A penis that can never fuck her the 
way she needs to be fucked. 

 

 

 

 DVD $19.99 

 

 
 

 

 

Forced Bi – 5 Creampies, 5 Creampie eating scenes, 

Snowball scene – This movie has it all! This is the one 
that finally gives you what you've been begging for –  

For the very first time, we're giving you FORCED BI-

SEXUAL HARDCORE ACTION!!! 

Beautiful, blonde, ball-breaking wife Natalie SMOTHERS 

her wimpy husband Jimmy under her sizzling pussy. She 

grabs his hair and forces his head into her crotch, 

demanding that he do a better job of pleasing her. When he 

continues to fail her, she brutally abuses his CHASTITY 

DEVICE trapped penis, causing him to whimper pitifully.  

But Natalie is all out of pity and orders her husband to call 
her lover and ask him to come over. 



 

 DVD $19.99 

 

 
 

 

 

How much cum can one unlucky husband consume? Would 

you believe 5 GOOEY LOADS? 

Gorgeous blonde wife Holly Foxxx masturbates in up-close 

POV as she yearns for a BIG COCK to fill her neglected 

pussy. She tells you just how pathetic her worthless 

husband is and how tiny his dick is.  

She releases husband Jimmy from the under-the-stairs 

cubbyhole where he's forced to sleep, and makes him 

WORSHIP HER ASS AND PUSSY. She torments him and 

his CHASTITY DEVICE bound penis, before sending him 

off to work. 

While her wimpy husband is away, Holly invites studly lover 

Shane over for the afternoon. As they KISS deeply, she rips 

down his pants to reveal a MASSIVE ERECTION!  

 

 

 

 

 

 DVD $19.99 

 

 
 

 

 

Here we bring you an answer to the eternal question: HOW 

MUCH SEMEN CAN ONE STRAIGHT HUSBAND 

SWALLOW? 

Can you handle watching him eat FOUR BIG GOOEY 

LOADS (One being his OWN)???? 

Megan Monroe – a Spoiled Bratty Princess blonde with 

a tight young body, big tits, and hot wet pussy talks to you 

directly how she needs a big black cock for the day and how 

she is going to get her husband to go find one for her. Her 

husband Johnny waits for her naked, on all fours in his dark 

closet prison. She releases him and leads him by his LEASH 
to the bedroom where she explains his duty for the day.  



 

 DVD $19.99 

 

 
 

 

 

Expecting something special with our tenth volume? How 

about INTERRACIAL? Not enough? How about not one but 

TWO CUMSHOTS, TWO CREAM PIES, AND TWO CREAM 

PIE EATING SCENES! 

Husband Hugo lies naked and waiting on the bed, his tiny 

dick locked in a CHASTITY DEVICE. Enter wife Aline, 

WHIP in hand, laughing at her pathetic husband. Right off 

the bat, she tells him of her plan to FUCK HIS BLACK 

BOSS. He loudly protests, but Aline silences him by planting 

her crotch on his face. She orders him to warm up her 

pussy while she FACESITS, REVERSE FACESITS, and 

SMOTHERS him. She files her nails as she grinds and 

bounces. She whips and laughs at his pathetic, locked up 

penis. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 DVD $19.99 

 

 
 

 

 

Cuckolds Rejoice! Your long wait is over, but it has 

been worth it! Harmony returns, more beautiful, more 

aggressive, dominant and verbally abusive than ever. And 

this time you have the chance to see it all – bigger, longer 

and uncut. This is by far one of the hottest, well produced 

and edited videos we have ever made. There is so much 

intense sex and variety of action. Each individual scene is 

enough to get you off, and you can probably masturbate to 

each individual scene or watch the whole thing as one long 

movie. Either way, you are going to cum a lot 
watching this video—we guarantee it! 



 

 DVD $19.99 

 

 
 

 

 

Wedding bells are ringing! Your favorite cuckoldress, 

Mistress Harmony is back and more wicked than ever. 

This video has almost all the psychological factors of 

cuckolding involved. Just watch the trailer to see what we’re 

talking about. 

In this video we go back in time to when Harmony was still 

dating Freddy just before they are about to get 

married….and their lives will never be the same. 

Harmony’s fiancée, Freddy, can’t wait to tie the knot today. 

But as they lie in bed, Harmony lets him know she has a 

few conditions. Like being able to fuck other guys -- starting 

with Freddy’s best friend and best man, Donny. 

Freddy is the monogamous type. He rejects the idea, but a 

few minutes of Harmony’s mouth on his cock changes his 
mind.  

 

 

 

 DVD $19.99 

 

 
 

 

 

CUCKOLD FANTASIES – VOLUME 7 

Wow! All the girls we bring you in our Cuckold Fantasies line 

are hot. But Savannah Stern is extremely  hot! A compact 

bundle of ferocious sexuality that had everyone on the set 

drooling. 

This petite hottie has new hubby Freddy whipped, wearing 

stockings, and his manhood locked in the chastity clamp. 

But that’s just the beginning of the humiliation. As they lie 

in bed, she tells him that she needs to get fucked by a 

bigger cock. Freddy resists, trying to cling to the remaining 

shreds of his dignity. 



 

 DVD $19.99 

 

 
 

 

 

CUCKOLD FANTASIES – VOLUME 6 

The stunningly gorgeous Italian goddess AMANDA EMINO 

tells her wimpy husband, Freddy Baxter, the truth about 

their relationship. She only married him for his money and 
his puny dick can’t satisfy her. 

While they lie naked in bed, she calmly dismantles the 

remnants of his dignity. She’s already locked his pathetic 

cock in a CHASTITY DEVICE and proceeds to berate him 

and it. In her sexy, husky voice she tells him she’s going to 

bring her lover over and fuck the lover in front of him. She 
orders Freddy to get her ready. 

 

 

 

 

 

 DVD $19.99 

 

 
 

 

 

CUCKOLD FANTASIES – VOLUME 5 

WOW! What an amazing video… 

the chemistry and passion and intensity of Hot New 

Mistress Naomi with her stud lover is undeniable. Just 

watch the trailer to see what I'm talking about. 

Incredible sex and passion mixed with lots of 

humiliation of the wimp husband make this a great 

addition to our Cuckold video line! 

NAOMI. THE HOTTEST NEW NAME IN THE ADULT INDUSTRY 

AND STARS IN HER FIRST CUCKOLD VIDEO!!! And she 

takes to the world of domination and humiliation like she 
was born for it. 



 

 DVD $19.99 

 

 
 

 

 

CUCKOLD FANTASIES – VOLUME 4 

This is the MOST DEPRAVED VIDEO WE’VE EVER 

PRODUCED! 

A full one hour and twenty-six minutes of MATRIMONIAL 

HUMILIATION and INTENSE INTERRACIAL HARDCORE 

ACTION!!!  It’s everything you’ve come to expect from our 

―Cuckold Fantasies‖ line, but with NEW TWISTED TWISTS. 

Trina Michaels (nominated by AVN for best Female 

Performer in 2005) is a sizzling hot, passionate blonde with 

big tits and a nasty mouth. Her husband Sammy is a 

bloated, spineless wimp with an unbelievable small penis 

(not to mention he’s dressed in nylons and panties). They’re 

a match made in humiliation heaven. 
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CUCKOLD FANTASIES – VOLUME 3 

Lauren Phoenix (winner of AVN’s coveted Female Performer 

of the Year 2004) does such an amazing job in this video it 

is no wonder why she won the award. Not only does she 

look naturally hot, but her passion and raw sexuality are 

incredible. She fucks like she is on a first REAL date with 

Frank in this video. She french kisses him, sucks his cock 

with passion and fucks him so hard she cums on his cock at 

least twice! The sex scenes are scorching and the intensity 
and chemistry are all very real. 



 DVD $19.99 

 
 

 

 

 

CUCKOLD FANTASIES – VOLUME 2 

This movie begins with an incredible scene with beautiful 

Harmony seducing her new husband into wanting to watch 

her fuck another man. She seduces him by sucking his cock, 

stroking it and teasing him and telling him how much the 

idea turns her on and how it is going to make their 

relationship better. He is reluctant at first but after getting 

so turned on he finally agrees to it. She makes him 

repeat OUT LOUD that he wants to watch his wife get 

fucked by another man! The way she talks to him and 

sucks his cock will drive you insane with lust and you will be 
rewinding this scene over and over again. 

 

 

 

 

 

 DVD $19.99 

 
 

 

 

 

Cuckold Fantasies Volume 1 

FINALLY! A genuine cuckold video made by people 

who love the cuckold lifestyle and UNDERSTAND and 

ENJOY IT!! 

Mistress Harmony is gorgeous. Just take one look at her 

blonde hair, hot body, piercing blue eyes and her dominant 

bitchy attitude and you will become weak in the knees and 

become rock hard in seconds. 
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2 Girl Blowjobs– VOLUME 2 

First big tit blondes Jacky Joy and Kaylee Hilton ambush 

you, desperate to play with your cock, driving you mad with 

their passion. They gobble your rod, whipping it back and 

forth from one greedy mouth to the other. They get greedy 

and suck the cock too long so they FIGHT OVER YOUR COCK 

telling each other to share it! Then they both agree to suck 

5 times each, sometimes going over the limit making the 

other girl pull it away from the other girl! These slobbering, 
throating cock-whores will make you pop again and again. 
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2 Girl Blowjobs– VOLUME 1 

Young lad Bubba is awakened in bed by two naked beauties. 

From his POV you watch big titted babes Nikki and Calli 

crawl next to him and whip out his cock and tell him they're 

going to make a man of him. He protests, worried that his 

parents in the next room will hear. He hollers as they attack 

his cock with their hands and mouths. They shush him as 

they devour his stiffening meat, laughing at his feeble 

resistance.  

They take turns hungrily slurping and throating it, sucking 

the balls. Quickly they become competitive and downright 

bitchy, ripping it out of each others mouths. 



 

 
DVD $19.99 

 
 

 

Nothing but up-close Point of View! 10 amazing scenes of 

asses and pussies right on your face. 60 Minutes of 

INTENSE POV FACESITTING AND ASS WORSHIP ACTION! 

So close, you can feel the body heat radiating from these 

goddesses. So real, your breath will be trapped under the 

weight of their flesh. You’ll be watching this movie in slow 

motion over and over as the Mistresses asses come straight 

at you! 

Mistress after Mistress command you to lick and worship 

their asses and pussies THEIR way. They command you to 
get on your knees and lick and kiss their asses. 



 

 DVD $19.99 

 
 

 

Gorgeous Mistress Sierra Sanders needs you to prepare her 

pussy and ass for her hot date in this sizzling POV scene. If 

you fail to do a good job, she's going to kick you out and 

get a new slave. She peels out of her panties and spreads 

herself wide. You dive in, cleaning her holes with your 

tongue as she verbally admonishes you and shakes her 

luscious buttocks in your face. 

Stud Chad Diamond thinks he's getting laid when Sierra 

throws him on her bed. He doesn't expect her to pin him 

down, physically dominate him, and sit on his face. Soon 

she turns him into her obedient slave, makes him call her 

mistress, and eagerly eat her pussy and ass. 

 

 

 

 DVD $19.99 

 
 

 

You're the disobedient bitch-boy slave of Mistress Austin 

Taylor in her ultra-close POV scene. She sits on a bar stool 

and teases you with glimpses of her pussy behind pink 

panties. But you only deserve her asshole, so she turns and 

rubs and bounces her ass in your face. 

Later, Slave Max sneaks into Mistress Austin's bedroom 

where she's sleeping. He hopes to steal her whip so she 

won't beat him with it, but she wakes up and catches him in 

the act. She punishes him cruelly, makes him crawl on the 

floor before climbing onto her bed where she proceeds to 

SMOTHER him under her panty clad pussy. She think it's 

cute when he can't breathe. 

When she allows him air, she makes him stretch his tongue 

to lick her. 



 

 DVD $19.99 

 
 

 

You follow the firm, young curves of Mistress Sierra Sanders 

into her bedroom where she ridicules your weak ass and 

pussy licking skills. She bends over and gives you deep 

access in this in-your-face POV scene. She fingers her pussy 

and butthole and laughs at how badly you want to put your 

worthless dick inside her. 

Mistress Sierra finds her pathetic slave Chad sitting in the 

corner of her room EATING HER PANTIES. She orders him 

to lie on her bed where she proceeds to SMOTHER him with 

her ass and choking him with those panties. 

She grinds and bounces her butt on the poor slave's face as 

he struggles to lap up her juices. She FACESITS AND 
REVERSE FACESITS and crushes his skull between her legs. 

 

 

 

 DVD $19.99 

 
 

 

Hot blonde MILF Mistress Austin Taylor stands fully naked 

and in command before you. You're eager to comply when 

she orders you to your knees and tells you to bury your face 

in her pussy and ass in this blisteringly intense POV. She 

spreads open her thick pussy lips for your tongue, then 

bends over so you can plunge deep into her asshole. 

Later, after using Slave Max as her TV remote control, she 

orders him to undress her and WORSHIP HER ASS. She 

makes him tell her how beautiful her ass is. He pushes his 

face into the softness of her buttocks, kneads them, and 

begs for more. His eagerness to please turns her on as 

much as his tongue lapping her holes. 



 

 DVD $19.99 

 
 

 

Hot blonde AJ Applegate may look like the girl next door, 

but she's actually a cruel and demanding mistress. In her 

POV, she orders you to your knees and teases you 

mercilessly, makes you beg as she plays peek-a-boo with 

her firm, gorgeous rump. She commands you to tongue 
fuck her ass and you're only too happy to comply. 

Slave Chad gets a face-full of pretty pink and white panties 

as Mistress AJ straddles his head. She FACESITS and 

REVERSE FACESITS, making her slave smell her holes 

through the thin, wet cotton. He can't help but jerk off as 
she grinds and bounces. 

 

 

 

 

 

 DVD $19.99 

 
 

 

Voluptuous Madison Rose shows off her fleshy curves and 

stretched out asshole in up-close POV while telling you how 

utterly worthless you are. She spreads her cheeks for your 

face, then lies back and invites your tongue into her pussy. 

Madison has been tending bar all day and is ready to close 

up. But her last customer can't pay for his drinks, so she 

decides to enslave him and take it out in ASS LICKING! She 

sits her red thonged ass on this broke loser's face, and 
commands him to serve her. 



 

This title is only available as a 
Download 

 
 

 

Nothing but up-close Point of View! 10 amazing scenes of 

asses and pussies right on your face. 55 Minutes of 

INTENSE POV FACESITTING AND ASS WORSHIP ACTION! 

So close, you can feel the body heat radiating from these 

goddesses. So relentlessly real, your breath will be trapped 

under the weight of their flesh. You’ll be watching this 

movie in slow motion over and over as the Mistresses asses 

come straight at you! 

Mistress after Mistress command you to lick and worship 

their asses and pussies THEIR way. They command you to 

get on your knees and lick and kiss their asses. Watch in 

slow motion over and over this collection of some of the 
hottest Mistresses on the web. 

 

 

 

This title is only available as a 
Download 

 
 

 

Insanely hot? Or just plain insane? That's Romaine! You 

can't resist the beauty and sexual power of Mistress Sandra 

Romaine, even though you know she'll fuck you up in ways 

you can't imagine! 

Your jaw will hit the floor and your cock will break your 

zipper as you watch Mistress Sandra tease with her sizzling 

flesh, then completely dominate and use her stupid slaves. 

On her own and with her pals Mistress Karina Kay and 

Mistress Olivia Saint, Sandra is a demon in need of ass and 
pussy satisfaction. 



 

 DVD $19.99 

 
 

 

Nothing but up-close Point of View! 10 amazing scenes of 

asses and pussies right on your face. 60 Minutes of 

INTENSE POV FACESITTING AND ASS WORSHIP ACTION! 

So close, you can feel the body heat radiating from these 

goddesses. So relentlessly real, your breath will be trapped 

under the weight of their flesh. You’ll be watching this 

movie in slow motion over and over as the Mistresses asses 

come straight at you! 

Mistress after Mistress command you to lick and worship 

their asses and pussies THEIR way. They command you to 

get on your knees and lick and kiss their asses. Watch in 

slow motion over and over this collection of some of the 
hottest Mistresses on the web. 

 

 

 DVD $19.99 

 
 

 

Mistress Briella Bounce looks so pure and sweet, yet 

you're quick to obey when she commands you to get on 

your knees and worship her shaved pussy. In her POV 

scene, she spreads her holes for your tongue and plays 

now-you-see-it-now-you-don't with her ass as she spins on 

a bar stool. 

Briella leads Slave Harry upstairs by his leash. He complains 

that he's overworked and too tired to worship her ass. She 

orders him to do his job or she'll replace him with a new 

slave. Harry quickly plunges his face into his mistress' butt. 

She demands that he TONGUE FUCK her passionately 

and he struggles to please her. 

She FACESITS him forward and reverse. She 

SMOTHERS him to silence any further complaints. 
―Don't you love my ass? What's wrong with you?‖ 



 

 DVD $19.99 

 
 

 

Mistress Kagney Lynn Carter's calls you her bitch boy 

and orders you to your knees in her vicious POV sequence. 

The blonde domme makes you kiss her milky round ass 

cheeks, then spreads them so you can tongue fuck her 

asshole. She grabs your head and pulls your face 

deep into her pussy. Her constant verbal abuse leaves 

you shaking as you try to please her.Willful Slave Jeremy is 

tied down to Mistress Kagney's bed. Kagney proceeds 

to SMOTHERhim while she wears PANTIES that she 

bought with his credit card. After gasping for air, he 

complains about his role as slave. This makes her treat him 

even more harshly, grinding harder on his face and 
terrorizing him with VERBAL HUMILIATION. 

 

 

 

 DVD $19.99 

 
 

 

Big Butt Blonde Mistress Briella Bounce demands 

that you WORSHIP HER BIG ASS in a very hot POV 

scene. She shakes her beautiful big butt cheeks in your 

faceto hypnotize you and make you her slave 

forever. She offers you her shaved pussy, then berates you 

for being unable to please her. 

―Show some passion!‖ Mistress Briella tells her worthless 

slave Harry as he worships and tongue fucks her ass. She 

spreads her cheeks wide for his flickering, stabbing 

tongue, ordering him to go deeper. Her blissful moans 

tells him she's enjoying the oral devotion, but she 

VERBALLY HUMILIATES him nonetheless. 

She makes him kiss and lick her cheeks as she lies on her 

side. Then she FACESITS him forward and reverse, 

bouncing and grinding her ass and pussy all over his mug.  



 

 DVD $19.99 

 
 

 

When blonde beauty, Mistress Kagney Lynn 

Carter tells you to bring your face and put it in her ass, 

you're eager to comply. ―EAT MY ASS!‖ she screams at you 

in her intense POV. She verbally abuses you as you tongue 

her holes. She commands you to bury your stupid face in 

her pussy, then sends you away in disgust. 

Mistress Kagney reels in Slave Jeremy by his leash, pulling 

his face into her butt. She kneels on the couch and viciously 

humiliates him as he tongue fucks her tight asshole. She 

lies on her side and makes him lick her pale ass cheeks, 

slapping his face hard when he makes a mistake. 

She confesses how horny she is as she sits on his 

face. She orders him to eat her creamy pussy and she 

cums multiple times.  
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Tough dom Mistress Brandi Aniston flicks her riding crop 

and orders you to your knees in her wicked POV. You kiss 

her black latex panties before she pulls them down so you 

can plunge your tongue into her asshole. Then she turns 

around and grinds her pussy on your mouth. 

 Jeremy is a willful and stubborn slave. He tries to spank 

Mistress Brandi's ass, but she quickly puts him in his place. 

She slaps his face, yanks his leash, and drags his face into 

her butt. She makes him tongue fuck her tight anus 

until it drips with spit. 

Brandi FACESITS her slave forward and reverse, 

grinding her pussy on his nose. She clamps down on him 

firmly, telling him they're playing a breath holding game. 



 

 DVD $19.99 

 
 

 

Big, busty, brunette Mistress Alison Tyler is ready to trade 

you in for a better slave if you don't do your job and lick her 

pussy and ass properly. She looms over you in up-close 

POV and spreads herself wide for your tongue. Her 

voluptuousness envelopes you and you work passionately to 

please her. 

In her bedroom, Slave Eric gets his puny head crushed 

under his Mistress' full weight. She sits on his face, forcing 

his head deep into her mattress and robbing him of oxygen. 

She lets up only to keep him alive so her can lick her 

asshole. She FACESITS and REVERSE FACESITS him, 

SLAPPING HIS FACE and WHIPPING HIM when he protests 

the cruel treatment.  
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Hot, sultry Mistress Jynx Maze is a natural-born 

domina, a mean and demanding bitch. She shoves you 

down on your knees, grabs your head, and slams it hard 

into her butt. She laughs at you as she rubs her crotch on 

your face in this really up-close POV. 

 Slave Eric crawls to Mistress Jynx on his knees to service 

her waiting ass. She spreads her cheeks as wide as possible 

and orders his tongue into her asshole. He laps and probes 

her deeply, but not deep enough for her. She pulls his head 

forcefully into her and slaps his face when he fails to please 

her. 

Cheek kissing and ASS WORSHIP lead to forward and 

reverse FACESITTING. Jynx shakes her tanned ass on his 

face, then clamps it down hard to SMOTHER him. She tests 

his lung capacity with a BREATH HOLDING CONTEST.  



 

 DVD $19.99 

 
 

 

Blonde Mistress Sex Goddess Kagney Lynn Carter 

brandishes her riding crop at you in her intense POV. You 

struggle to please her as she bends over and commands 

you to lick her ass, but your feeble attempts don't impress 

her. She rubs her pussy and shows you her creamy fluids 

while calling you an idiot. 

While reading in bed, Kagney's slave Jeremy tries to 

WORSHIP HER ASS. His wimpy performance just frustrates 

her. She gets up and leans against her mirrored closet, 

raising a leg high so her slave will have easier access to her 

asshole. On his knees, he laps excitedly at her perfect anus, 

swearing his devotion to her. Even though Kagneycums, she 

still shows her slave no mercy. 
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Stern blonde vixen Krissy Lynn is your harsh mistress, 

ordering you to worship her ass. In this opening POV, she 

shows off her oiled curves and black latex boots and gloves 

while threatening you with a riding crop. ―Don't you love my 

beautiful round ass,‖ she asks. She spreads her ass cheeks 

wide and commands you lick her asshole. 

Krissy leads Slave Matty in by his leash and proceeds to 

FACESIT him ruthlessly. She barks orders at him that he 

struggles to obey, and whacks him with the riding crop 

when he fails. She SMOTHERS him under her ass then her 

pussy, depriving him of oxygen. She pinches his nipples, 

making him scream and squirm. 

She bends over and orders her slave to lick her dirty 

asshole, which he does eagerly. His tongue brings her to 

multiple ORGASMS before she sends him back to cage. 

 



 

 DVD $12.99 

 
 

 

The most intense pussy and ass licking moments from ―I 

Predict Pain‖, ―Single White Facesitter‖, ―Land of the 

Facesitters‖, and ―Worship My Latina Ass 2‖. 

 

Mistress Roxetta, the ultra-dominant diva, subdues her 

slave with her tight body, big firm tits, and insane ass. Her 

style of facesitting is an attack designed to crush the male 

will while maximizing her pleasure. She makes her slave 

beg to eat her ass, slaps him, handcuffs him, fucks with his 

mind, all while showing the camera incredible views of her 

delectable flesh. 
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The SMOTHER MADDNESS continues with the choicest 

selections from Roman Video's archive. The most 

awesome moments from ―Lethal Facesitting‖, 

―Worship My Pussy and Ass‖, ―Runaway Facesitter‖, 

and ―Facesitting Queen‖. 

Mistress Savannah Stern – young, tight and viciously 

dominant. Her hot firm ass turns her middle-aged slave into 

babbling goo as she whips it across his happy face. Her 

petite spinner body is a whirlwind of sex, grinding her pussy 

and ass on her slave's eager tongue. She bounces her full 

weight on his face and contorts into ―stripper-flexible‖ poses 

to give him ever greater access to her anus. 



 

 DVD $12.99 

 
 

 

Can you handle SIX STUNNING, SMOTHERING 

SEDUCTRESSES in one compilation?Go on, take a 

chance on these four selections from ―Suck My Asshole 

Bitch!‖, ―Ass Worship 101‖, ―Memoirs of a Facesitter‖, ―Big 

Butt Brazilian Facesitters‖. 

Mistress Whitney Stevens... That body, that booty, those 

pouty lips. OK, maybe you can't stop starring at her HUGE, 

PERFECT, NATURAL TITS. Understandable. But you need 

to watch her get serviced by Slave Freddy. The passionate 

lapping of her pussy and asshole. The way her body jiggles 

as she CUMS!  Her use of a riding crop on poor Freddy's 

raging hard-on.  The SMOTHERING as he jerks himself off. 

Oh yeah, there's also TIT SMOTHERING! 

 

 

 

 DVD $12.99 

 
 

 

A facesitting/femdom cocktail that will leave you breathless! 

The best selections from ―Single White Facesitter‖, ―Worship 

My Brazilian Ass‖, ―Worship My Pussy and Ass‖, and ―Night 

of the Facesitter‖. 

Sizzling Brazilian Mistress Sofia spreads herself wide and 

commands you to use your tongue to pleasure her. Her 

spanks her firm, brown buttocks as you plunge your face 

into her holes. Then those holes cover the face of Slave 

Matt. Mistress Sofia rides him hard, and lets him squeeze 

her sun-bronzed tits as he licks her pussy. She scissors his 

head in between her legs and makes him stretch his tongue 

to reach her over-heated anus. 



 

 DVD $12.99 

 
 

 

Once more we open the vaults to bring you the best ass-on-

face moments in Roman Video history. 

FOUR of the best scenes and hottest action from Kingdom 

of Facesitting, Big Butt Ass Worship, Assault With a 

Deadly Ass, and PapiChuloFacesitting. 

Mistress Ashley Fires, the crazed hot blonde with the 

amazingly pert butt gives you an up-close POV deep into 

her most intimate areas.  

Then she WHIPS Slave Freddy into submission on her 

bed before taunting him with the smell of her ass. She 

verbally and physically dominates him, makes him her 

obedient bitch.  
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Four gorgeous vixens ready to use and abuse your face in 

four breathtaking scenes. The passion, intensity, and 

creativity of their FACESITTING ACTION will make you 

blow your load again and again! 

Watch big-titted blonde goddess VictoiraZdrok turn TWO 

SLAVES into her human vibrators. She makes them beg for 

mercy as she threatens them with incredible indignities. She 

laughs hysterically as they both struggle for air under her 

full 145 pounds. She makes them pleasure her to multiple 

ORGASMS! 
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Brunette Mistress Gia and Blonde Slavegirl Allie, two 

beautiful young ladies playing very wicked games. Gia 

demands to have her pussy worshipped by her slave girl 

Allie Rae. Allie is excited to comply. They revel in a day of 

facesitting, ass worship, ass kissing, and pussy smothering. 

Gia loves dominating Allie, and Allie has a passion for 

tonguing ass. Their pleasure escalates to multiple orgasms, 
ending with a passionate kiss. 
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In part 1, Sexy as hell Kaylee Hilton takes charge of big tit 

Slavegirl Jacky Joy. She commands her to eat her pussy 

and dive deep into her ass, making her cum again and 

again. The heat blazing off these two tanned, toned bodies 
will make you sweat buckets. 

Kaylee knows how to smother a girl under her pussy, 

making her gasp for air repeatedly. Forward and reverse 

facesitting, side-saddle facesitting, ass licking, and lots of 
intense ass worship and butt kissing. 

Enjoy up-close angles of every position, every lick, every 

wet satisfied hole. 



 

 DVD $19.99 

 
 

 

We’ve got BIG BOOBS, 3 BRUNETTES, and one HOT 

BLONDE! You’ll never see a finer collection of JUICY 

ASSES  worth licking. Throw in a SYBIAN, a dildo strapped 

to a girl’s face, and you’ve got one hell of a party. 

 

In scene 1, we’ve got some champion ASSLICKING from 

SLAVE CECE STONEworshipping MISTRESS KODI 

GAMBLE’s juicy young Ass. You can tell Cece really loves 

sticking her tongue deeply in Kodi’s butthole. She can’t get 

enough of it. Her reward for doing such a good job? She 

gets to fuck Kodi’s pussy with a HUGE COCK strapped to her 
face.  
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Hot Lesbian Ass licking with girls with ALL NATURAL 

TITS of the highest quality. From petite 34Bs to really 

nice 34DDs. 

Our first  scene features Mistress Cece Stone catching 

her slave KodiGamblemasturbating without permission. 

This is totally unacceptable behavior. Cece decides to teach 

Kodi a lesson by smothering her with juicy ass. In addition, 

because Kodi lacks the needed equipment to satisfy her 

properly, Cece straps a dildo to Kodi’s face and has her fuck 

Cece’s pussy. Cece dominates and smothers her sex slave 

Kodi to worship her pussy and ass and controls her 

breathing in this hot lesbian domination scene. 
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Gorgeous SlavegirlsWORSHIP THE PUSSIES AND 

ASSHOLES of their demanding Mistresses. They submit to 

tortuous SMOTHERING under heavy, fleshy buttocks and 

struggle to lick their goddesses to ORGASM. 

Volume Two brings you deep anal tongue probing, rapid 

clit licking, lung-busting smothering, a LESBIAN 

THREESOME, HUGE NATURAL TITS, shaved and hairy 

pussies, and a multitude of intense orgasms. 

Brazilian hottiesPreta, Lorena, Pantera, Anita Ferrari, 

and Amanda are joined by California pornstars Nikki 

Sexx, Calli Haze, Tatiana Kush, and Leslie Foxxx. And 
trust us: these girls are really into each other! 
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PURE GIRL/GIRL FEMDOM! 

FIVE sizzling scenes of Lesbian facesitting and 

smothering. 

PUSSIES AND ASSHOLES are licked, kissed, sucked, 

devoured by passionate Slavegirls, driving their  beautiful 

Mistresses to bed shaking ORGASMS! 

Volume Three has sensual pleasuring, crazed devotion, girl 

on girl WRESTLING, deep anal tonguing, deep french 

kissing, and  sudden ROLE SWITCHING between Mistress 

and Slavegirl! 

Big tits, tiny tits, hot asses, and dripping pussies are ready 

to heat up your screen. Brazilians Sabrina, Monica, Thatty, 

and Laila are here alongside Hollywood porn goddesses 

Leslie Foxxx, Tatiana Kush, Barbara Summers, and Sandra 

Romaine! 
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Gorgeous SlavegirlsWORSHIP THE PUSSIES AND 

ASSHOLES of their demanding Mistresses. They submit to 

tortuous SMOTHERING under heavy, fleshy buttocks and 

struggle to lick their goddesses to ORGASM. 

Volume Two brings you deep anal tongue probing, rapid 

clit licking, lung-busting smothering, a LESBIAN 

THREESOME, HUGE NATURAL TITS, shaved and hairy 

pussies, and a multitude of intense orgasms. 

Brazilian hottiesPreta, Lorena, Pantera, Anita Ferrari, 

and Amanda are joined by California pornstars Nikki 

Sexx, Calli Haze, Tatiana Kush, and Leslie Foxxx. And 
trust us: these girls are really into each other! 
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An intense collection of ALL GIRL FACESITTING! The best 

moments of LESBIAN SMOTHERING taken from four of 

Roman Videos' best titles and showcasing the hot flesh and 

talented tongues of eight of the hottest ladies in the world. 

This video has scenes from FOUR of our lesbian ass licking 

titles, saving you a ton of money by putting all the Best 

scenes into one hour video. 

Beautiful and exotic Slavegirls follow every command of 

their cruel and demanding Mistresses, tasting their sweet, 
fragrant holes and bringing them to ORGASM. 



 

 DVD $12.99 

 
 

 

 

WARNING! Mistress Tory Lane could cause erections lasting 

more than four hours. She could demolish your ego. She 

could cause prolonged oxygen deprivation by covering your 

nose and mouth with her ass. This chick could do some 

damage! 

The skinny brunette with the big tits and demented brain is 

presented here, all her best scenes in one mind-blowing 

package. Tory is a blaze of sexual energy in a lean 

contortionist body, and she loves nothing more than using 

and abusing men for her pleasure. 

Her FACESITTING style is creative, forceful, demonic, and 

beautiful. She twists her body, whips her hips wildly, and 
screams VERBAL ABUSE. 
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She's hot! She's crazy! She's got one of the BIGGEST 

ASSES in Facesitting History! And she's BACK!!!  

Glorious brunette Mistress Olivia Saint, all FIVE of her 

best scenes collected for the first time in one volume. 

She teases and taunts her slaves to the agonizing edge of 

ecstasy before slamming her massive butt on their begging 

faces. She commands their tongues to lick her pussy and 

clean her asshole, and they eagerly comply.  

Her wide, fleshy ass jiggles wildly as she bounces her full 

weight on crushed faces. She laughs wickedly as she 
SMOTHERS her worthless men to near unconsciousness. 

 



 DVD $12.99 

 
 

 

 

EXOTIC BEAUTY! RAW SEXUAL INTENSITY! VISCIOUS 

FEMDOM! Can one woman embody such bold statements? If 

you've seen Mistress Sandra Romaine in action, then you 

know the answer is YES!!! 

Here she is, the golden skinned brunette, in her very best 

scenes from Roman Video. A hot compilation video 
consisting of FOUR of Sandra’s best videos!  

As you may recall, Sandra Romaine is one of our 

hottest most intense Facesitters and dominatrixes at 
Romanvideo.com.  
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Legendary porn Goddess Gianna Michaels unleashes her 

luscious flesh and GIGANTIC REAL TITS in this 

amazing compilation of four facesitting videos. 

Four scenes with four POVs of Gianna barking orders at you 

as she shakes her ass and breasts in your face. She makes 

you follow on your knees as she marches to her bed. 

In her scenes with Slaves Boyd and Jonesy, Mistress Gianna 

proves her dominance with such extreme FACESITTING 

and ASS WOSHIP that should could teach a class. She TIT 

SMOTHERS her enslaved minions, and beats her boobs 

against their faces. 
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THE BEST OF FACESITTING P.O.V.- Volume 14 

Nothing but up-close Point of View! 10 amazing scenes of 

asses and pussies right on your face. 61 Minutesof 

INTENSE POV FACESITTING AND ASS WORSHIP 

ACTION! So close, you can feel the body heat radiating 

from these goddesses. So relentlessly real, your breath will 

be trapped under the weight of their flesh. You’ll be 

watching this movie in slow motion over and over as the 

Mistresses asses come straight at you!  

Mistress after Mistress command you to lick and worship 
their asses and pussies THEIR way. 

 

 

 

 

 DVD $19.99 

 
 

 

 

THE BEST OF FACESITTING P.O.V.- Volume 13 

Down on your knees, slave! These ten dominant divas want 

your tongue in their holes now! 

Nothing but up-close Point of View! 10 amazing scenes of 

asses and pussies right on your face. 61 Minutesof 

INTENSE POV FACESITTING AND ASS WORSHIP 

ACTION! So close, you can feel the body heat radiating 

from these goddesses. So relentlessly real, your breath will 

be trapped under the weight of their flesh. You’ll be 

watching this movie in slow motion over and over as the 

Mistresses asses come straight at you!  

Mistress after Mistress command you to lick and worship 
their asses and pussies THEIR way. 



 

 DVD $12.99 

 
 

 

 

Facesitters in Heat - volume 22 

Mistress Missy Woods has your head spinning in her 

wicked POV. The commanding blonde teases you with her 

hard nipples and her wet, big lipped pussy, but SLAPS you 

down when you try to touch them. You only deserve to lick 

her ass, and she's only too ready to bounce it on her face. 

Missy has a new puppy: Slave Mark. She leads him to her 

chair by his leash and FACESITS him under her panty-clad 

ass and pussy. She SMOTHERS him more with her tits, 

then strips and proceeds to grind her naked pussy on his 
face. 
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Facesitters in Heat - volume 21 

Mistress Jamie Elle stands above you, giggling and 

telling you to bury your tongue in her tight little ass 

in this hot POV. She bounces her butt on your face, 

spreads her legs wide and jams her pussy right on your 

nose. 

Jamie orders a studly male stripper for her friend's 

bachlorette party. What she gets instead is out-of-shape, 

pathetic loser Vladi. She laughs hysterically as he auditions 

for her, then tells him that not only does he suck, but he's 
going to suck ass. 
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Facesitters in Heat - volume 20 

Gaze up at wicked blonde Mistress Missy Woods in her 

debut POV. She plays with the thick pussy lips and spreads 

her cheeks for you, then laughs at your pathetic attempts to 

please her. She jiggles her tits in your face, but deems you 

unworthy of anything but her asshole. When you fail to 

satisfy her, it's time for a real slave to show you how it's 

done. 

Slave Mark sits with head on a chair, waiting for Mistress 

Missy who proceeds to FACESIT him in her black bikini. 

She SMOTHERS  him with her crotch and tits before 
stripping naked. 
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Facesitters in Heat - volume 19 

Sadistic and seductive Sophie Dee is really horny today 

and wants to use her slave to orgasm. She GRINDS slave 

kade's face underneath her CHEEKS, making sure he's 

focused ONLY on HER PLEASURE as she SLAPS his 

COCK repeatedly over and over as he tries desperately to 

jack off. Her FULL weight bears down on him, her PUSSY 

and ASS pounding his face, her ORGASMS soon coming 

FAST and HARD as she SMOTHERS him under her ASS 

and TITS as he gasps for each breath, her promises to let 

him CUM if pleases her soon turning out VERY bad for him 

as she GRABS and SLAPS his COCK to RUIN his 

ORGASM at the very MOMENT of his pleasure! 
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Facesitters in Heat - volume 18 

Gaze up between the legs of big-butt goddess Mistress 

Kelly Divine in her dominating POV scene. She looks 

down at you, telling you to worship her beautiful ass. She 

spreads her massive, fleshy cheeks and winks her talented 

asshole at you. Then she orders you to her bed.Leading 

Slave Bubba in by his leash, Kelly orders him into position. 

She makes him KISS AND WORSHIP her black panty-

clad ass before SIDESADDLE FACESITTING him. Not 

satisfied by his weak performance, she strips naked and 
slams her huge ass onto his face. 
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Facesitters in Heat - volume 17 

Asian Mistress Asa Akira lets her ASS do the talking in 

the first half of our face busting double feature as she rides 

slave Vladi's face relentlessly, grinding and twisting her 

asshole against his submissive lips and tongue for 

HER OWN PLEASURE!  Back and forth she makes him 

alternate between her pussy and her ass, not caring 

whatsoever about his inability to breathe, her only 

concern being the amount of ORGASMS her pathetic 

slave can bring her to. She continues to SMOTHER him 

forward and reverse under her ASS as he gasps for each 
breath, riding his face to ORGASM after ORGASM. 
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Facesitters in Heat - volume 16 

Big Butt voluptuous Mistress Kelly Divine turns and 

orders you to follow her up the stairs in this cock-stiffening 

POV. Her ass is horny, she tells you as you try to look up 

her leather skirt. At the top of the stairs, she repeatedly 

plays peek-a-boo with her ass, lifting that skirt to fully 

reveal those amazingly wide, heavy, tanned buttocks. 

On the edge of her bed, Mistress Kelly reads a book while 

she SIDE-SADDLE FACESITS her Slave Bubba. He 

protests that this isn't what he signed up for, and Kelly is 

furious at his insubordination. She slams her huge ass on 

Bubba's face, SMOTHERING him until he gasps and 
whacking him with a riding crop. 
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Facesitters in Heat - volume 15 

Voluptuous GoddessSophie Dee returns, taunting and 

teasing you in POV. She plays with her hot blonde pussy, 

spreads her ass cheeks, and jiggles her enormous breasts in 

your face. She masturbates and cums as you furiously lick 

her clit. 

Slave Kade's arms are trapped to his sides as he's bound in 

cling wrap. Mistress Sophie orders him to the floor, his head 

on the seat of her chair. As she FACESITS him, she 

repeatedly wails on him with a riding crop. She orders him 
to stick his tongue out so she can bounce on it. 
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Facesitters in Heat - volume 14 

She has the body of your dreams, and now blonde 

bombshell Sophie Dee is your very own mistress in up-

close, high-def POV. She spreads her broad ass cheeks 

and orders you to lick her asshole. She jiggles her massive 

tits in your face. ―Pathetic worm‖ she calls you as you fail to 

please her. 

On to slave Kade, waiting by the sofa, handcuffed and tired 

from a long night of serving his mistress. Sophie enters in 

her blue bikini, ready for more. When Kade tries to 

complain, she SLAPS HIS FACE HARD before slamming 
her butt onto his face to SMOTHER HIM. 
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Satisfy the Boss - Volume 2 

Mistress Veronica is the owner of a large adult toy 

distribution warehouse and she's in the process of giving a 

job review to one of her male employees (Jay) to determine 

if he warrants a raise. She has been very horny lately so 

she decides to make Jay WORK for his promotion by 

pleasing her and submitting to her wonton sexual desires. 

She first starts off testing his worth by having her feet 

massaged and worshipped, licked and sucked for several 

minutes. 

She then leans back and leads him straight to her wet 

dripping pussy for a bout of pussy licking and pussy 
worship. 
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Worship My Latina Ass – VOLUME 11 

Some good, clean fun with Latina Mistress 

EvieDelatosso. In her dripping POV scene, she soaps up 

her lovely ass in the tub, getting her nether regions 

squeaky clean as you gaze up at her glistening curves. She 

soaps her hairy pussy and her real, wobbling tits while 

laughing at your devotion. 

Slave Vladi continues bathing her. When Mistress Evie asks 

if he's gotten her ass thoroughly clean, he says he has. She 

wants him to make sure, so she has him put his head on 

the edge of the tub where she proceedsto FACESIT and 
REVERSE FACESIT him with her soapy butt. 

 

 

 

 DVD $12.99 

 
 

 

 

Worship My Latina Ass – VOLUME 10 

Down on your knees before sizzling Latina Mistress 

Annika Adams as she strips and taunts you in her POV. 

She can't believe you actually think you're worthy to lick her 

pussy, to suck her gorgeous tits. You barely deserve to lick 

her asshole and you'd better consider lucky that she'll allow 

it. 

Later, playing with her pussy on her couch, she orders her 

slave to come and service her. Slave Vladi obediently lays 

his head on the edge of the couch and hardly has time to 

take a breath before he has bikini-clad Latina ass covering 

her face. 



 

 DVD $12.99 

 
 

 

 

Worship My Latina Ass – VOLUME 9 

For the first time we present the incredibly hot 

Brazilian diva, Mistress Monica Santiago. Her blazing 

Latina body, wide hips and huge booty will leave you 

stunned! In her POV scene, she leads you up a staircase by 

your leash. She doesn't speak much English, but she makes 

her meaning clear: Follow her ass – or else! She reels you 

into her bedroom, where shackles await... 

Mistress Monica teases her Slave Jarrod as he lies naked 

and helpless, bound to her bed. She sits her huge Brazilian 
ass on his face, daring him to try to breathe. 
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Worship My Latina Ass – VOLUME 8 

Voluptuous Goddess Evie stands over you in this 

intensePOV. She laughs at you, calling you her minion, 

wondering if you're worthy to lick her ass and pussy. You do 

your best to prove yourself as she spreads her wondrous 

cheeks. You plunge your face deep into her and she asks if 

you can feel her pussy getting hotter as you lap it like a 

dog.  

Slave Vladi is freed from his closet to serve his Mistress. 

Evie tries to show him the proper way to lick ass by playing 

a classic Roman Video DVD, but Vladi can't see it  he's 

already buried beneath Evie's buttocks. 
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Worship My Latina Ass – VOLUME 7 

EvieDelatosso gets a knock on her door. It's one of those 

annoying, pyramid scheme door-to-door marketers. She 

knows just what to do with this kind of scammer. 

In POV she straddles you and puts you in your place. 

She teases you with her bushy pussy and big, natural tits. 

She spreads her cheeks and forces you to eat her ass.  

The blazing hot body of Mistress Annika Adams looms 

over you in a super hot POV scene. She tells you in no 

uncertain terms, that you are a loser who doesn't deserve 
her pussy, you'll only be licking her asshole.  
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Worship My Latina Ass – VOLUME 6 

Sexy Mistress Isis Taylor stands in her bathtub, 

soaping her incredible ass. She taunts you as you 

gaze up at her dripping golden flesh in this super-hot 

POV footage. She squeezes her wet buttocks, spreads 

them, fondles herself, shakes her perfect tits in your face. 

Her slave Vladi parks his head on the edge of the tub to 

provide his gorgeous mistress with a place to sit. She 

bounces her soapy butt on his face, swirling her wetness all 

around. She squats on him, grinding her dripping pussy on 

his mouth. She leans against the bathroom counter and 
lets him eat her asshole. 
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Lesbian Asslicking Volume 4 

Damn! This may be the most amazing combination of Dom 

females with Sub females ever to be seen! 

On your knees for a POV you'll be dreaming about for years. 

Blonde bombshell Leslie Foxxx and deviant diva Tatiana 

Kush are leaning over, ordering you to service their asses. 

You dive in for some ultra-close-ups of their tight pink 

holes, but they mock your pathetic attempts to please 

them. They push you aside, then first Leslie gets on her 

knees to lap at Tatiana's asshole, then Tatiana does the 

same for Leslie. Then to bed where Leslie unleashes her 

dominant side, FACESITTING and REVERSE 
FACESITTING whimpering Slavegirl Tatiana. 
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THE BEST OF FACESITTING P.O.V.- Volume 12 

Nothing but up-close Point of View! 11 amazing scenes of 

asses and pussies right on your face. 60 Minutes of 

INTENSE POV FACESITTING AND ASS WORSHIP 

ACTION! So close, you can feel the body heat radiating 

from these goddesses. So relentlessly real, your breath will 

be trapped under the weight of their flesh. You’ll be 

watching this movie in slow motion over and over as the 

Mistresses asses and pussies come straight at you!  

Mistress after Mistress command you to lick and worship 

their asses and pussies THEIR way. They command you to 

get on your knees and lick and kiss their asses. 



 

 DVD $19.99 

 
 

 

 

 

Lesbian Asslicking Volume 3 

Kneel before the lush, naked bodies of Nikki Sexxx and 

Calli Haze in this amazing two girl POV. Become 

enraptured by Nikki's huge, wobbly ass and Calli's giant, 

jiggly tits as Calli plunges her face into Nikki's crevice. 

―Come and get it,‖ she says as she parts the heavy buttocks 

for you.―Worship my pussy, sex slave,‖ Nikki commands as 

she straddles Calli's face in the bedroom. Calli mumbles her 

response into Nikki's thick, wet pussy lips. She licks Nikki's 

pierced clit and rubs her lips back and forth over the hole, 

making her Mistress squirm and moan. Her reward is to be 
SMOTHERED under Nikki's full weight. 
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Lesbian Asslicking Volume 2 

Two sizzling Lesbian ass licking scenes with four 

stunning beauties. 

Behold the gorgeous duo of brunette Mistress Tatiana Kush 

and blond Slavegirl Leslie Fox. In the opening POV you are 

enslaved to both, crawling on your knees to service their 

amazing, naked posteriors. They demand you kiss both 

their butt cheeks and lick both their assholes. When you fail 

pathetically to please them, Leslie drops to her knees to 

demonstrate how to lick ass. She slurps at Tatiana's hole 
while you continue to be verbally abused. 
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Facesitters in Heat - Volume 13 

HARDCORE FEMDOM! Yes, that's right. Take your love 

for facesitting and SMOTHERING and throw in some 

seriously hardcore FUCKING and SUCKING!  

Follow on your knees the divine Latina ass of Mistress 

Alexis Breeze as she struts around the house. In the 

kitchen she commands you to wash the dishes. In the 

hallway she demands you lick her asshole and clit. ―Aren't 

you lucky?‖ she says as she strips and spreads her flesh for 

your tongue. 

In the bedroom, she grinds her pussy on the wet face of 

Slave Bubba. While REVERSE FACESITTING him, she 
viciously SLAPS HIS COCK. 
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Facesitters in Heat - Volume 12 

New girl-next-door Mistress Kati Summers is a fresh, 

innocent looking blonde with a deranged twinkle in her eye. 

In her debut POV she shows of her sweet tanned flesh, her 
shaved pussy and succulent asshole. 

Then it's a trip to the gym where Kati hits the weight bench 

to pump some iron. But her exercise is interrupted by 

leering pervert Vladi who can't help but play with his cock 

as he watches her. Disgusted by this weirdo, Kati decides to 

teach him a lesson by laying him on the weight bench and 
SMOTHERING him under her sweaty crotch. 
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THE BEST OF FACESITTING P.O.V.- Volume 11 

Nothing but up-close Point of View! 10 amazing scenes of 

asses and pussies right on your face. 60 Minutes of 

INTENSE POV FACESITTING AND ASS WORSHIP ACTION! 

So close, you can feel the body heat radiating from these 

goddesses. So relentlessly real, your breath will be trapped 

under the weight of their flesh. You’ll be watching this 

movie in slow motion over and over as the Mistresses asses 

come straight at you! 

Mistress after Mistress command you to lick and worship 

their asses and pussies THEIR way. They command you to 
get on your knees and lick and kiss their asses.  
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Lesbian Brazilian Facesitting Volume 2 

Blonde Brazilian Slavegirl Lana is roughly hurled onto 

the couch by cruel Mistress Andressa. The big titted 

Brazilian Dom FACESITS and REVERSE FACESITS the 

demure little slave with brutal intensity. She SMOTHERS 

her with her pussy while she masturbates, smothers her 

with her BOOBS while she groans in ecstasy.  

Lana is ordered to the floor where Andressa commands her 

to lick her pussy, then lick her ass. Unhappy with the slave's 

performance, she crushes her under her full weight, while 

her head is buried in her butt. 

In multiple positions, she pins the girl down under her body, 
denying her breath while verbally humiliating her. 
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Lesbian Brazilian Facesitting Volume 1 

Mistress Thatty is a hard, lean, tattooed, mean street 

Mistress. Her cruelty is immediately on display as she sits 

heavily on the face of SlavegirlLaila. She shows nothing but 

disdain for the poor girl as she fights for air. Thatty grinds 

her naked pussy and ass hard, turning Laila's face red and 

wet. The few brief moments she allows the girl to breathe, 

she makes her lick her clit and her asshole. Dissatisfied with 

her performance, Thatty tortures Laila with slaps and 

punches to the body, lies on top of her crushing her face 

with her pubic bone, smothers her with a pillow, and 

painfully cracks the girl's knuckles while she grinds her 
pussy on her face. 
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Facesitters in Heat - Volume 11 

In her soft, whispery voice, Mistress Alexis Texas asks 

you worship her pussy, her hard bouncing ass. She plays 

with her tits, her clit, looks down at you and calls you a 

fucking pervert. On the bed, her slave shackled and eager 

to please, Alexis FACESITS AND REVERSE FACESITS, 

bouncing the fleshy globes of her ass cheeks on his head. 

You will never get a closer view of tight female asshole than 

in this incredible POV with Mistress Phoenix Marie. As she 

lies on her side, holding up her cheek, you get so close and 

so deep, that your entire view is filled with NOTHING BUT 
ANUS! 
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Facesitters in Heat - Volume 10 

Mistress Phoenix Marie, let's face it, is one hot Dominant 

Mistress! Off to the bed where Slave Bladimir tries to please 

her by worshiping her feet. Mistress Phoenix is not happy 

with his performance. She positions her crotch a few inches 

from his face and, pulling his leash, yanks his head up to 

meet her pussy. 

―Who owns you?‖ asks Mistress Kirra Lynn as she looks 

down at you in her breathtaking POV. She plays with her 

pussy, then bounces her ass on your face.  
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Facesitters in Heat - Volume 9 

While cleaning her kitchen, Kirra catches a peeping tom 

looking in at her. It's neighbor Bladimir who claims he's just 

there to borrow some sugar and cream. Did he pick the 

wrong house! Despite his panicked protests, she leads him 

to the bedroom where she binds him like a mummy in clear 

plastic wrap. She throws him onto the bed and stands on 

his chest while she strips. 

That sexual loose cannon known as Mistress Flower Tucci 

is once again unleashed. She turns and SMOTHERS slave 

Hugo with her fleshy pussy lips, masturbating wildly until 
she SQUIRTS like a fire hose all over his naked body. 
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Facesitters in Heat - Volume 8 

Right off the bat, super hot Latina Mistress Alexis 

Breeze puts you in your place. ―Get over here, slave. 

Get on your knees!‖ She bounces her heavy tan cheeks 

on your face, then drags you away by your leash. 

Then watch her go to work on Slave Bubba, sitting hard on 

his face as he lies on a love seat. He struggles to lick her 

pussy and ass as she grinds on his mouth. 

To the bedroom with Slave Aaron W. where Mistress Alexis 

plays with his handcuffs while SMOTHERING him with her 
fat white ass.  
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Facesitters in Heat - Volume 7 

Lean, mean blonde Mistress Phoenix Marie is a 

demented, controlling facesitting freak. She bounces her 

butt hard against you, she slides her pussy up and down on 

your tongue. She slaps you hard when you fail to please 

her. 

Big boobedhottie Mistress Abbey Brooks seductively 

whispers to you as she plays with her naked body, telling 

you how horny she is in a sensuous POV. 

Enter Slave Aaron W. to WORSHIP HER ASS, kissing her 
cheeks and jabbing his tongue into her anus.  
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Facesitters in Heat - Volume 6 

Hot, stern, Latina Mistress Alexis Breeze orders you to 

your knees in a POV scene that takes you deeper and closer 

than you've ever been before. 

Then to the living room where she kneels on the love seat, 

her ass tilted high, and orders Slave Bubba to get in there. 

He eagerly dives in, pressing his face into the heat of her 

butt, kissing her cheeks and tongue probing her 

asshole.Alexis orders him to lie down so she can bury his 

face under her shaved crotch. 
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Facesitters in Heat - Volume 5 

Cruel Mistress Alexis Texas returns with all new 

footage, welcoming you into her hot ass and icy heart. Off 

we go to a neck cracking scene of on-the-chair 

FACESITTING in the bathroom, deeply SMOTHERING the 

shackled Slave Aaron W. between her fat white cheeks, 
grinding back and forth. 

Hot blonde Goddess Mistress Abbey Brooks looms over 

you in an incredibly close POV. She plays with her pussy 

right in front of your face, then squeezes and plays with her 

huge tits. 
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Facesitters in Heat - Volume 4 

You've asked for her and now she's here in her VERY 

FIRST FACESITTING VIDEO!. Beautiful, busty blonde 

Mistress Abbey Brooks! She knows just what it takes to 

tease and torment, slowly revealing her tight pussy, asshole 

and tits for super-close POV. Enter Slave Aaron W. who she 

orders to KISS AND WORSHIP HER ASS while she leans 

over a barstool. He greedily dives in, obeying each 
command to kiss her cheeks and lap her crack. 

Enjoy a brand new scene with SQUIRTING 

SENSATION  Mistress Flower Tucci! 
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Facesitters in Heat - Volume 3 

Mistress Flower Tucci welcomes you with a frisky POV. 

She shakes her hot, fleshy butt cheeks, making them clap 

violently. The action continues in the bedroom with pathetic 

Slave Bubba still trying to assert himself, even as Flower 

has him shackled to the bed. She SMOTHERS him under 

her meaty pussy. 

Mistress Olivia O'Lovely presents her big, tan posterior in 

up close POV. She caresses her prominent breasts. She 

jiggles her buttocks. She spreads her cheeks and lures you 

in close to her tight anus. There, Slave Aaron W. is getting 

punished for his transgressions. His feet are cuffed to the 

top of the headboard. His head is crushed under Olivia's full 

weight. ―There's no escape!‖ she tells him and laughs at his 

weak resistance. 
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Facesitters in Heat - Volume 2 

Gaze up at the glorious flesh of Mistress Flower Tucci in a 

dizzying POV. She taunts you with her asshole and pussy 

before leading you to her bedroom where she reveals 

everything, showing you her holes in incredible close-

up.Enter Slave Bubba, generously WORSHIPPING Mistress 

Tucci's up-turned bottom. He kisses and fondles her cheeks 

before she grabs his head and shoves his face hard into her 

crack, ordering him to lick her asshole. 
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Facesitters in Heat - Volume 1 

Mistress Alexis Texas seems so soft and sensual in her 

revealing POV. She spreads her ass cheeks, fondles her tits, 

and whispers erotically to you. But when she catches Hugo 

trying to look up her skirt, she turns into a vengeful warrior! 

Alexis drags Hugo into her home and throws him around 

like a rag doll. If he likes looking up women's skirts, she's 

going to give him a real close look! She lifts her red vinyl 

skirt and slams her big butt on his face. He begs for mercy, 

but that only enrages her more. She SMOTHERS him to the 

brink of unconsciousness. She FACESITS and REVERSE 
FACESITS him with his head craned back on her couch. 
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Alpha Female Facesitters 

You've been begging for it, now here it is! SQUIRTING and 

Facesitting!!! Explosive blasts of PUSSY JUICE that fill 

your world with love!!! 

A unbelievably wild POV with hot blonde Mistress Flower 

Tucci. She threatens you with her riding crop as she dances 

her fleshy form before your eyes. She plunges her fingers 

into her asshole, taunting you. She fingers her pussy hard 

and BAM --- She SQUIRTS RIGHT IN YOUR FACE! 

Flower is Bubba's overworked secretary. When she catches 

him looking at her butt while she bends over a filing 

cabinet, she orders him to worship it. He eagerly obliges, 

kissing her cheeks and begging for more. 
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Worship My Big White Ass 

Mistress Alexis Texas catches her worthless slave Hugo 

watching TV when he was supposed to be doing her 

laundry. She stuffs her dirty panties in his mouth, then 

decides to replace it with her anus! She grinds her big 

Texas ass on his face and makes him lick her pussy in some 

head crushing FACESITTING and REVERSE 

FACESITTING. She nearly pounds his head into the floor 
with her bouncing butt. 

 



 

 DVD $12.99 

 
 

 

 

 

West End Facesitters 

Your face is again welcomed to the nether regions of a 

super hot blonde. Mistress Ashley Fires displays her 

sweet pink holes to you, spreads them open as she talks 

about their many talents. You're ordered to bury your nose 

in them and please her. 

Then to the powder room where Slave Freddy's head is 

tilted back on a chair to provide his glorious mistress with a 

pleasing seat. Ashley uses him brutally, bouncing on his 

slurping mouth, ordering him to make his tongue hard so it 
can penetrate her anus. 
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Terms of Enslavement 

Feeling wicked and wanting to spice up their relationship, 

Savanah asks her paramour, muscled stud TJ Cummings, to 

play a game. A simple roll of the dice, high roller gets to 

command the loser to do any degrading thing he or she 

wants. What TJ doesn't know is that Savanah's using TRICK 

DICE! They roll – he loses – she orders him to WORSHIP 

HER ASS. Down he goes to kneel behind her and kiss her 

buttocks and lick her anus. She makes him stick his finger 
deep in her asshole, then stick it in his mouth.  
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Surrender to my Ass 

Olivia O'Lovely! The lovely and dominant brunette smiles 

happily and strokes her heavy flesh as you approach on 

your knees. In her up-close POV she reveals an ass she 

describes as being made to worship and adore. And adore 

you will as you burrow between her meaty, jiggling buttocks 

deep into her moist heat. 

Mistress Ashley Fires has brought her luscious ass to 

Roman Video before, but never has she been more beautiful 

and more dementedly cruel to fragile male egos and flesh. 

She shows you her nakedness in a hot POV, telling you 
exactly where she likes to be licked and kissed 
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Destined for Facesitting 

Blistering hot fucking! Intense, brutal facesitting! This is 

your destiny! 

Crazy Brazilian Hardcore at its best. Mistress Preta is 

a facesitting, femdom goddess, but her hunger to get 

plowed by some serious cock overwhelms her dominant 

nature. 

Preta takes Slave Paolo's huge dick as far into her mouth as 

she can manage. She slaps it against her face and slobbers 

on it. After his cruel enslavement in ―The Facesitter from 

Ipanema‖ and ―Facesitters, Inc.‖, Paolo rejoices at 

getting such a passionate BLOWJOB. 
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Facesitters, Inc. 

Super Blonde Bombshell Ashley Fires has returned and 

she's as sweet and sadistic as ever. In POV she spanks her 

amazingly firm buttocks, spreads them wide and fingers her 

anus. She demands that you make your tongue hard and 
drive it into her perfect pink asshole. 

The screen goes wide to fully take in the incredible width of 

Mistress Preta'sGIANT BRAZILIAN ASS! In POV she 

bounces her fleshy butt mass on your face. She walks 

outside, making you follow her constantly jiggling posterior 

on your knees. She spreads her cheeks and orders you to 
lick her asshole. 
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The Facesitter From Ipanema 

Tall and tan and young and lovely, the Facesitter from 

Ipanema goes walking and when she walks she’s like a 

Samba…. 

If dark skin, wide hips, meaty buttocks and vicious, 

aggressive facesitting rocks your world, drop everything and 

get on your knees to worship this Brazilian Goddess from 

South America! 

Say hello to hot Latina stunner, Mistress Preta Brazil, (who 

also starred in our earlier video ―Big Butt Brazilian 

Facesitting) as she shakes her MASSIVE BUTT in your face 

in up-close, wide-angle POV. 
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The Perfect Facesitter 

The perfect mistress demands absolute perfection from her 

slave. If your pussy licking and ass worship is anything less 
than perfect, prepare yourself for severe punishment. 

In a point of view so close, you feel the heat radiating from 

her tanned, oiled flesh,Heidi Mayne spreads her butt 

cheeks and orders you to bury your face. She orders you to 

lick her tits. She opens her pussy for your tongue, but is 

dumbfounded at your pathetic performance. ―Do you need a 
road map? Lick the clit!‖  
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Enter the Facesitter 

Enter a world of submission and humiliation. Enter a land of 

warm, wet pussies and assholes. Enter your most secret 

desire and your worst nightmare. 

Ultra-hot Mistress Carmella Bing looms over you like a 

raven-haired, giant breasted Titan in this close-up POV. 

Amused by your pathetic obedience, she orders you to kiss 

her ass and lick her pussy. She calls you humiliating names 
as she SMOTHERS you between her massive tits. 
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Serve My Ass 

We know you love ass. Serving ass is you reason for living. 

But if you also have a penchant for tits, this video was 
made for you. 

Scene One begins with a heavenly POV of sultry Mistress 

Sinnamon Love. She SMOTHERS you with her big, 

squeezable boobs, opens her pussy for your tongue, and 

spreads her ass cheeks wide, all while taunting you 

seductively. Then to the living room where Slave Ryan is 

already lying on the floor, waiting for Mistress Sinnamon's 
ass to descend on his face.  
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The Facesitter Next Door 

Maybe you've seen a few Roman videos. You think you 

know what you're in for. But nothing can prepare you for 

this level of humiliating depravity. 

Gorgeous young Mistress Penny Flame stands before 

you naked, fully exposed – but it's you who will feel 

stripped bare in this ego-crushing POV. You'll wither under 

the most cruel, inhuman VERBAL HUMILIATION we've 

ever heard. Even as she bends over to let you peer at her 

luscious ass, she continues to demolish your last shards of 
self-respect. 
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The Best of Facesitting P.O.V.- Volume 9 

Nothing but up-close Point of View! 7 amazing scenes of 

asses and pussies right on your face. 60 Minutesof 

INTENSE POV FACESITTING AND ASS WORSHIP 

ACTION! So close, you can feel the body heat radiating 

from these goddesses. So relentlessly real, your breath will 

be trapped under the weight of their flesh. You’ll be 

watching this movie in slow motion over and over as the 

Mistresses asses come straight at you! 
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The Best of Facesitting P.O.V.- Volume 8 

Mistress after Mistress command you to lick and worship 

their asses and pussies THEIR way. They command you to 

get on your knees and lick and kiss their asses. Watch in 

slow motion over and over this collection of some of the 

hottest Mistresses on the web. 

The best butts – taut and firm, big and fleshy, massive and 

jiggly. The hottest pussies, moist and spread open just for 

your tongue. Massive natural tits engulf your head, blocking 
all light and air. 
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Remember the Facesitters 

Mistress Heidi Mayne shows off her hot, oiled flesh in a long 

slow POV. She tells you what a worthless moron you are as 

she barks orders to lick her clit. She spreads her ass open 
for you to worship, then makes you suck her firm tits. 

On the stairway, Slave Ryan is shackled, a look of terror on 

his face. That look is quickly obscured by by Mistress Heidi's 

fleshy pussy. She bucks and grinds on his mouth, telling 

him where to put his tongue and berating him when he fails 
to please her. 
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Amazon Facesitting 

BIG BLONDE BRUTAL BABES!!! These two ferocious warrior 

women will crush you like the wimpy weenie that you are.  

Scene One begins with Mistress Heidi Mayne introducing 

herself and showing off her heavy flesh in super close POV. 

Her thick thighs and bulbous butt cheeks spread, revealing 

her glorious holes as she disdainfully commands you to 
worship her.  
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Valley of the Facesitters 

Lean and mean Mistress Kelly Wells serves her ass to your 

face in a nasty, ultra-tight POV. She hopes you aren't 
allergic to asshole, because ASS IS WHAT'S FOR DINNER.  

―Nice‖ is not how she treats Slave Ryan Knox. She has him 

on his back on the bed, his neck bent over the edge. She 

straddles his mug, closing off his airways with her shaved 

twat. She thrusts against his head until you'll think his neck 

will break. ―Is my ass yummy?‖ she asks. He can only grunt 
yes. 
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Blonde Facesitting Ambition 

Crazy! Nasty! Hot! Blonde! That says it all. 

In Scene One, new Mistress Kelly Wells reveals her hot 

ass and pussy to you in POV. She bombards you with a 

relentless barrage of insults. ―Ass Slave‖ and ―Man Bitch‖ 

are just the tip of the iceberg. As she thrusts her ass at you 

and fingers her cunt, she unleashes a stream of verbal filth 

that will make you cringe and get you hard at the same 
time. 
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Blondes Have More ASS 

Blond aficionados rejoice! Here are two of the hottest flaxen 

haired vixens on the planet and they want nothing more 
than your face buried under their butts! 

In Part One, Mistress Alexis Texas displays her big Texas 

butt for you in full-on POV. She gradually reveals her pussy 

and asshole in a slow striptease, then plunges her fingers 

into her dripping cunt. 
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The Best of Female Domination - Volume 2 

So you think you can handle submitting to the will of an 

attractive, and controlling woman? How about eight 

stunningly gorgeous, and RUTHLESSLY DOMINATING 

VIXENS? These ladies live for the sole purpose of 

demolishing your dignity and making you experience as 
much PAIN and SHAME as a human can endure. 

Can you handle CANING and SPANKING from Mistress 

Venus? TRAMPLING, FACE SLAPPING and PENIS 

ABUSE from Mistress Roxetta? FACESITTING and ASS 

WORSHIP from Mistress Caroline Pierce? 
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The Best of Female Domination - Volume 1 

HUMILIATION! OBEDIENCE! PUNISHMENT! PAIN! Can 

any man handle this much abuse? Can YOU? This video may 

cause feelings of intense SHAME and PANIC, and can lead 

to spontaneous ERUPTIVE ORGASM. Do you dare take this 
hellish plunge? 

If you think you can take it, be prepared for SPANKING 

and DILDO FACE-FUCKING from Mistress Harmony! 

WHIPPING and OBEDIENCE TRAINING from Mistress 

Roxetta! FACESITTING and ASS WORSHIP from Mistress 
Caroline Peirce! 
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Runaway Facesitter 

If you have no interest in hot super hot Mistresses throwing 

ass at your face, then do not watch this video! But if 

demented divas with a passion for smothering is your kind 

of thing, then clear your schedule for sixty solid minutes of 
facesitting, ass licking intensity! 

Mistress Delilah Strong rules your world in part one. In her 

Point of View scene, you know right away from her laugh 
and the gleam in her eye that she's a real Dominatrix!  
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Worship My Latina Ass Volume 5 

Blazing heat and sensuous cool. Two dazzling Latina 

dominas with very different styles, but both determined to 
use your face for their pleasure. 

Scene One – Mistress Laurie Vargas sneers down at you as 

she spreads her cunt open and tells you that you'd better 

make her hairy pussy happy... or else! Her black-gloved 

hands spread her cheeks wide showing you the culo that is 
the new home for your worthless tongue. 
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The Best of Facesitting P.O.V. - Volume 7 

Here are the best butts, pussies, and assholes smearing 

themselves right on your face! You’ll be watching this movie 

in slow motion over and over as the Mistresses asses come 

straight at you! 

The very best PUSSY EATING, ASS WORSHIP, and 

SMOTHERING action from nine hauntingly gorgeous 

Mistresses in ten depraved scenes of Point Of View 

facesitting. They range from sultry and seductive to brash 
and bossy, but they all want the same thing.  
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The Best of Facesitting P.O.V. - Volume 6 

You’ll be watching this video in slow motion for hours! It 

would take you hours and hours to compile all the POV 

scenes from our videos and cost you hundreds of dollars, 

but we have done it for you and made full hour video with 

nothing but POV ass worship and facesitting. 

An incredible display of pussies and assholes shoving their 

way onto your face. 
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Countdown to Pain 

It's the fantasy that makes the daily grind bearable. Fucking 

the hot babe at work.  

But this fantasy is also a nightmare! Employee Frank 

Towers is paid a visit by his new manager... sweet, petite 

Savannah Stern! She's evaluating the personnel to 

determine who gets the ax. Frank's on the bubble so she 

decides to test him with a little game. 

She wants him to fuck her, but there's a catch. She pulls 

out a timer! If Frank cums before one hour expires, he's 
FIRED!  
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Enslaved by Ass 

Surrender your freedom, slave! These two sizzling doms 

own you! 

In scene one, hot blond Mistress Ashley Fires takes 

charge, driving you to your knees and spreading her cheeks 

for your face. During this glorious POV she fingers her 
asshole to show you where your tongue belongs. 
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Worship My Latina Ass Volume 4 

f you're a regular customer, obviously you can handle some 

extreme shit. But this video contains scenes that may be 
more than you can handle. BE WARNED! 

In scene one, Mistress Laurie Vargas looms over you 

while caressing her voluptuous flesh. She spreads her pussy 

lips wide until her cunt engulfs you. She grabs and shakes 
her butt cheeks and offers her asshole to your tongue. 
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Dawn of the Facesitter 

Rise and shine! It's a new day with two brilliant, beautiful 

asses rising to greet you. 

Part one begins with you on your knees for a lingering POV 

of Mistress Presley Maddox playing with her body and 

laughing down at you. She spanks and spreads her ass, 

fingers her pussy, and shakes her wobbling butt in your 

face.Then leashed and shackled Slave Oliver gets that butt 
on his face as Presley reverse facesits him on the couch. 
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Meet the Facesitters 

Meet Princess Presley Maddoxx. She seems so sweet at first 

when she shows off her lean, hot body in up-close POV. She 

wiggles her ass cheeks to torment you and tease you in this 
hot POV scene. 

Next, she leads obedient, handcuffed Slave Oliver by his 

leash. She lets him nuzzle her pierced tits then positions 

him on the couch. She lowers her pussy onto his face and 
bounces on his tongue. 
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Worship My Latina Ass Volume 3 

Mistress Jenaveve Jolie seems so sweet and demure, her 

voice is so soft. You'll be shocked at how nasty she gets 

when she craves an ass-licking! She shows off her tight 

body just for you, pulling aside her orange mesh outfit to 

give you a clear view of her perky nipples and moist holes. 

She spreads her pussy lips wide and whispers seductively. 

On the couch, Slave Freddy gets a mouth full of mesh-

covered pussy as Mistress Jenaveve lowers herself onto his 

face. He hungrily laps at her as she forward and reverse 
facesits on him, making her writhe and swoon. 
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Fab Five Facesitters 

One big tit brunette. One crazy-ass blonde. One blazing hot 

video! 

In Part One, it's time to celebrate. Not only is it Christmas 

time, but dark-haired hottie Natasha Nice is having her 

birthday! And what does this huge-titted babe want for her 

birthday? Just an obedient face to sit on! 

Following a wild POV sequence of swinging natural jugs and 

bouncing buns, enter Slave Freddy, naked and shackled to 
the bed. Just what young Mistress Natasha was hoping for! 
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Worship My Latina Ass Volume 2 

An incredibly intense plunge into facesitting, ball-busting 

Latina depravity! A pain and pleasure double-header.  

In Part One, Mistress Sandra Romaine starts out so quiet 

and innocent, you'd never guess what horror is to come. 

She shows off her beautiful curves and luscious dark skin; 

spreads her thick pussy lips and opens her asshole while 

whispering softly just to you. 
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The Best of Victoria Zdrok 

Hardcore fans of Playboy Playmate and Penthouse 

Centerfold Mistress Victoria Zdrok… your dream has 
come true! 

Collected from ―The Spy Who Smothered Me‖, 

―Undercover Smother‖, ―From Russia with Ass‖ and 

―For Your Ass Only‖, these are the very best 

faceistting scenes of this gorgeous blonde, big-titted 
goddess. 
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Lick My Asshole and Tell Me You Love Me 

Love is a beautiful thing. Sticking your tongue in a sweet 

asshole while having your cock and balls brutalized is even 

more beautiful! 

Mistress Whitney Stevens introduces you to her luscious 

ass and huge natural tits. In a long POV scene, you get up 

close to her young, hot flesh as she spreads her cheeks, 

plays with her boobs, and struts around in her black latex 

dom-gear. 

Then she heads for the bedroom where Slave Freddy is 

already shackled down and waiting. ―Are you ready to get 
me off today, slave?‖ she asks as she sits on his face.  
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Kingdom of Facesitting 

Welcome to the kingdom of your dreams. Two mistresses. 

Both blondes. Both gorgeous. Both craving your tongue in 

their asses! Mistress Ashley Fires shows off her tight 

body, her black fishnet stockings, and hot crotch in POV. 

Her pale, lustrous skin glows as she opens her holes just for 

you.  
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New Jack Facesitter 

―Extreme‖ is an over-used word these days, but if the action 

in this video doesn’t qualify as EXTREME FACESITTING, 

then nothing does! 

First we have a point of view scene of Mistress Gianna, BIG 

TIT AMAZON and ruthless DOMINATRIX. She spanks and 

jiggles her cheeks while telling you how she’s going to 

smother the life out of you. She pulls aside the stripper 

thong and gives you just a peek at her pink twat, then 

launches into a barrage of brutal FACE SLAPPING 

She leads her favorite slave, Jonesy, to the bed by making 
him follow her ass. ―In my ass… ALWAYS!‖ 
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Suck my Asshole Bitch! 

You like TITS? You like ASS? Then get ready for both, slave! 

In Part One, Mistress Whitney Stevens looks straight at you 

and demands, ―Suck my asshole, bitch!‖ You’ll be only too 

happy to comply. She has an amazing baby doll body, pouty 

lips, and incredible, glorious, all-natural 38DD breasts. 

When she opens up her pussy and ass for your point of 

view, you’ll be ready to cum right then. 

But wait! There’s more! She drags Slave Freddy to the bed 

by his leash and immediately hops on his face.  
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The Best of Facesitting P.O.V. Volume 5 

Nothing but up-close Point of View! Twelve amazing scenes 

of asses and pussies right on your face. 80 Minutesof 

INTENSE POV FACESITTING AND ASS WORSHIP 

ACTION! So close, you can feel the body heat radiating 

from these goddesses. So relentlessly real, your breath will 

be trapped under the weight of their flesh. You’ll be 

watching this movie in slow motion over and over as the 

Mistresses asses come straight at you! 
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Live and Let Breathe 

They’re back and they want their asses worshipped!  

TWO mistresses with an asses of mass destruction in 

68 minutes of facesitting INTENSITY! 

This video brings back MISTRESS Mia Bang and 

Mistress Savannah and be forewarned…. you’d best 

have your jaw and tongue ready for action! 

Scene 1 stars Mia Bang and opens up with a pov with Mia 

leading you around the room teasing you with her full 

voluptuous ass, telling you every step of the way that your 

face BELONGS TO HER ASS! Once upstairs Mia laments 

that she ―can’t find any decent asslickers these days‖ and 

starts making calls in hopes of having her asslick dreams 
come true. 
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Ass Licking Asylum 

Beautiful Hot Latina Mistress Jasmine Byrne in her first and 

only FemdomFacesitting ass worship and smother video! 

Scene One opens with a POV of super hot Latina Mistress 

Jasmine Byrne taunting you with every inch of her body. 

She plays with her pussy lips and spreads her ass cheeks 

wide for you to worship. Her tight tanned and toned body 
will have you rock hard in seconds! 

Then she releases her slave Brandon Irons from his cell and 

leads him around like the dog he is. He barks for her, he 

begs, he rolls over, he sniffs her butt. 

She jerks his leash and orders him to dive into her ass. He 

laps at her ass and bites at her cheeks. 
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Fade Into Ass 

Two very different, but equally tasty asses spread open for 

your tongue! 

Mistress Caroline has never been hotter! In her POV 

scene, you crawl after her as she struts around in her black 

fishnets and high heels. She teases you as she keeps her 

pale, jiggling butt just out of reach. 

She cackles with glee as her spineless slave’s face 

disappears under her fleshy ass. He meekly submits to her, 

breathing only when she permits it. Her FACESITTING and 

REVERSE FACESITTING are sensuous. The ASS 

WORSHIPPING and ASS LICKING is demanding. She 

buries his nose in her cunt and his tongue in her anus. She 

grinds until his face is red and raw. She hooks her leg 
around his head and forces him deeper into her snatch. 
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LAND OF THE FACESITTERS 

These two asses were made for smothering! Redheaded 

goth goddess Caroline Pierce and ice blonde dominatrix 

Holly Stevens are fully equipped to take your breath away. 

In Scene One, Mistress Caroline taunts you in a lingering 

Point of view sequence, first in red satin shorts, then fully 

naked. She opens up her holes for a close up, but only to 
tease you. 

Then she drags Slave Scotty in by his leash. She explains 

that she had a rough day at the office, kissing the bosses 

ass. Now it’s time to kiss hers. And Slave Scotty happily 

does. 
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Lethal Facesitting 

A Luscious newcomer for the ages!  A sensuous 

mistress with an ass of perfection!  80 minutes of 

facesitting history! 

Scene 1 stars the newest gem in the Roman Video 

vault, MISTRESS SAVANNAH STERN. She looks like an 

angel, but will treat you like the slavish dog you are! 

Scene one opens with a tantalizing POV scene. Savannah 

looks into your eyes and demands that you drop to your 

knees to pay homage to her gorgeous ass... NOW!  She 

wants her pussy and ass worshipped and she wants it done 

RIGHT! Her neighbor stops over to return a lost item, and 

no sooner than the door opens, does she instruct him that 

it's his face, not the item that belongs to her!. 
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The Amazing Colossal Facesitters 

BEWARE! If you like scrawny, bony ass little bimbos, 

then get far away from this video! If you don’t escape 

now, you may be sucked in by the gravitational pull of these 

two VOLUPTUOUS MISTRESSES. Real, full-bodied, 

demanding women at the peak of lusciousness. 

Mistress Gianna has the LARGEST NATURAL TITS 

we’ve ever had in a Roman Video. No silicone here. 

These are the real McCoy! And she knows how to use them 

to hypnotize, enslave and smother! In POV, she puts you 

in your place, drives you to your knees and SHOVES 
HER GIANT JUGS IN YOUR FACE. 
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HOUSE OF FLYING ASSES 

One fiery blonde with a wild ass and a taste for 

cruelty. One icy brunette with huge natural tits and 

ruthless demeanor. Two scenes of pure facesitting 
depravity! 

Scene 1 opens with  a lingering POV of Roman Video’s 

favorite blonde, MISTRESS HARMONY. She spews 

insults at you as she shakes her cunt and ass in your face, 

spreading her holes wide open for your worthless tongue. 
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Single White Facesitter 

Which would you prefer? To be the slave of beautiful, 

facesitting Mistress… or to be married to one? This video 

gives you a chance to compare and contrast. 

In Part One, beautiful single DommeMONICA 

SWEETHEART drags in Slave Aaron by his LEASH, telling 

him he does such a rotten job of worshipping her ass lately 
and that she’s going to replace him. 

He begs and pleads until she finally gives him one more 

chance. 

He dives into her ass like a starving man diving into a Las 

Vegas buffet. He kisses, laps and tongues her fleshy butt in 

one position after another. She sits on his head so that all 

you can see of him is his tongue darting into her cunt and 

anus. 
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Year of the Facesitter 

Do you love ASS? Do you love BIG ASS? Then you must get 

this video! 

In Scene 1, MISTRESS OLIVIA SAINT returns, and she’s 

more VOLUPTUOUS than ever before. Her butt is bigger, 

bouncier, with TWICE THE SMOTHERING POWER! 

And in an extended POV scene, you get that big beautiful 

butt all to yourself. You follow her around as she taunts and 

teases you. Then she spreads her cheeks and invites you to 
bury yourself in her anus. 

 

DVD $12.99 

 
 

 

THE BEST OF FACESITTING P.O.V.- Volume 4 

This one is hot facesitting video. ONE FULL HOUR of 

INTENSE POV FACESITTING AND ASS WORSHIP 

ACTION! So close, you can feel the body heat radiating 

from these goddesses. So relentlessly real, your breath will 

be trapped under the weight of their flesh. You’ll be 

watching this movie in slow motion over and over as the 

Mistresses asses come straight at you! 

LUSCIOUS ASSES bouncing right on your face. WET 

PUSSIES wriggling on your mouth. PUCKERED ASSHOLES 
opening for your probing tongue. 

These Dominatrixes attack you ONE ON ONE, DOUBLE 

TEAM, and even TRIPLE TEAM! And the whole time, non-
stop VERBAL ABUSE and HUMILIATION! 



DVD $12.99 

 
 

 

I Predict Pain 

The Angry Auditor is back! IRS Agent Roxetta pays another 

visit to tax cheat Frank in this sequel to ―Enjoy the 

Violence‖.  This time, she takes the punishment to a new 

level.When Frank tries to deny there’s a problem, Roxetta 

slaps the HANDCUFFS on him. Then she SLAPS HIS 

FACE. Then she slaps again. And again. For nearly ten 

minutes she wails on him. Not wimpy little love taps. Full 

force, full palm FACESLAPPING! Frank cries, howls, begs 

and whimpers, clearly in pain, but it only enrages her more. 

She slaps him until his face is red and puffy, then stuffs his 

1040 Form in his mouth and continues to beat him about 

the head. He pleads that he’ll write her a check, but Roxetta 

is in full frenzy and not about to stop.She forces him to drop 

his pants and starts BRUTALLY CANING AND SPANKING 

HIM! 
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Lick My Ass – VOLUME 4 

MISTRESS SANDRA ROMAINE returns to TEASE, TORMENT 

and FACESIT AND SMOTHER her favorite slave of all time 

(the same slave she destroyed in Lick My Ass Volume 3). 

The video opens with a long POV ass worship pussy worship 

seduction scene, offering close-up views of Mistress 

Romaine’s most intimate areas, while she whispers softly 

just to you. 

Then out comes THE LEASH! She releases Slave Aaron W. 
from his closet prison and drags him to the bed. 
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Memoirs of a Facesitter 

Mistress Sandra Romaine and her slave share a very special 

dynamic relationship. The power exchange between these 

two is very real and authentic. She really takes control of 

her sex slave and dominates him physically and mentally 

with her ass and body in this great video. Sandra is 

extremely aggressive and dominating in this video and uses 
the slave to pleasure herself sexually for one full hour! 



DVD $12.99 

 
 

 

 

 

The Pantyhose Facesitting Mistress 

Mistress Naomi is a hot young beautiful Goddess who has a 

pantyhose fetish. She smothers her slave Sammy while she 

is wearing pantyhose and teases his cock relentlessly with 

her hands and feet, stroking him and asking if he wants to 

come but totally denies him until she rides his face to 

multiple orgasms! 

Mistress Naomi is wearing tan pantyhose and the slave is 

also forced to wear pantyhose (both on his legs and also on 

his face). She ties up his feet so he is bound and also ties 
up his balls. 

 

 

 

 

 

 DVD $12.99 

 

 
 

 

 

INVASION OF THE FACESITTERS 

This may be the hottest, most intense video we’ve ever 

produced and stars a brand new beautiful young Facesitting 
Mistress Naomi. 

Part One unleashes stunning MISTRESS SANDRA 

ROMAINE and gorgeous MISTRESS BARBARA 
SUMMERS… and poor Slave Tom may never be the same. 

With RIDING CROP and WHIP these Goddesses BEAT the 

fight out of their slave, then start taking turns him in 
SMOTHERING their beautiful PUSSIES and ASSES.  
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BEST OF TIT SMOTHER 

Tits, Tits and More Tits – all in YOUR face! 60 Minutes of 

non-stop Tit Smothering Action with huge gigantic tits 

coming straight at you and in the face of slaves! You’ll be 

watching this video in slow motion for weeks.  

No other video in existence has more Dominant Big 

breasted Mistresses in hot TIT SMOTHERING ACTION. In 

one scene after another, wimpy slaves are ENGULFED IN 

MASSIVE MAMMARIES, their airways blocked by the weight 

of the most beautiful tits in the world. 
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LESBIAN ASS LICKING 

You asked for it! You got it! 

For the first time, Roman Video brings you the most 

unbelievable extravaganza of ALL GIRL FACESITTING, ASS 

LICKING, SMOTHERING AND DOMINATION you’ve ever 

seen! 

This isn’t some simple pairing of a couple of average looking 

gals. This is video brings you SEVEN – YES, SEVEN! - OF 

THE HOTTEST, MOST EXOTIC, MOST PASSIONATE 

BABES the world has ever known! 

The action starts with the always ferocious MISTRESS 

SANDRA ROMAINE taking on the incredibly hot BARBARA 

SUMMERS! 



DVD $19.99 

 
 

 

 

 

THE BEST OF FACESITTING P.O.V.- Volume 3 

The video you have all been waiting for – Hot Asses and 

pussies coming directly at you and in your face! One full 

hour of looking up at gorgeous women’s asses as they 

descend onto your face. You will be watching every scene in 
slow motion over and over again in this new great series. 
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THE BEST OF FACESITTING P.O.V.- Volume 2 

The video you have all been waiting for – Hot Asses and 

pussies coming directly at you and in your face! One full 

hour of looking up at gorgeous women’s asses as they 

descend onto your face. You will be watching every scene in 

slow motion over and over again in this new great series. 



DVD $19.99 

 
 

 

 

 

THE BEST OF FACESITTING P.O.V.- Volume 1 

The video you have all been waiting for – Hot Asses and 

pussies coming directly at you and in your face! One full 

hour of looking up at gorgeous women’s asses as they 

descend onto your face. You will be watching every scene in 
slow motion over and over again in this new great series. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DVD $15.99 

 
 

 

 

 

Brazilian Facesitting Orgy 

We have made another GIRL ON GIRL AND GIRL ON 

BOY facesitting ass worship SEX video and we have 

done it in a BIG way. Just take a look at these 2 

unbelievably beautiful and sexy Brazilian women and watch 

how they facesit each other and then fuck the brains out of 
their slave Gino 

We found 2 of the most beautiful girls for this video and for 

―Big Butt Brazilian Facesitting‖. This video was filmed 

entirely in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. Sabrina (the blonde with 
36 DD’s) was in Playboy for Brazil. 

 



 
DVD $19.99 

 

 
 

 

 

Big Butt Brazilian Facesitting 

WARNING: Watching this movie may make you want 

to pack your bags and move to Brazil!  

Finally, we have made a GIRL ON GIRL AND GIRL ON 

BOY facesitting ass worship video and we have done it 

in a BIG way. Just take a look at these unbelievably 

beautiful and sexy Brazilian women and watch how nasty 

and aggressive they are and watch how they love to facesit. 

We found 3 of the most beautiful girls with the 

biggest asses for this video and for ―Brazilian 

Facesitting Orgy‖. This entire video was filmed in Rio de 

Janeiro, Brazil. 
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One ASS to Rule Them All 

SHE’S BACK! The wicked blonde bombshell, MISTRESS 

VICTORIA ZDROK has returned to Roman Video to bury 

faces in her big, powerful ASS! In probably her finest 

performance, Mistress Victoria gets much more sexually 

involved in this video as she uses her slaves’ tongues to 

pleasure herself and rides their tongues as she bounces up 

and down on them. She DOMINATES and HUMILIATES 

her whimpering slaves in multiple scenes including 2 

unbelievable Point of View Scenes! 

 



DVD $12.99 

 
 

 

 

 

Lick My Ass – VOLUME 3 

Our favorite Facesitting Mistress, Sandra Romaine is back in 

action in this epic Facesitting ass worship smothering 

video. In probably her best performance of all time (not 

that any of her videos BEFORE This are not as high of 

quality!), Sandra totally dominates her male slave’s face 

with her big round beautiful ass. She grinds aggressively on 

it, forcing him to tongue fuck her ass, riding his tongue up 

and down while having orgasm after orgasm!  

Sandra is soooo into this video her raw sexuality and 
intensity can’t be described in words. 
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Big Butt Ass Worship 

Big Butt Mistress Caroline Pierce is so horny for some ass 

worship she calls over slave bubba to service her big round 

ass. He gets a very nice bonus treat after almost 40 

minutes of hot erotic facesitting and ass worship HE CAN’T 

TAKE IT ANYMORE AND puts her in Doggy Style 

position and FUCKS HER SO HARD AND FAST SHE 

MOANS AND EXPLODES ON HIS COCK!  

Bubba just couldn’t take any more facesitting… he was so 

turned on he just began fucking her REALLY HARD FOR 
SOME INCREDIBLE SEX! 

 



 

This title is only available as a 
Download 

 

 
 

 

 

Big Butt Facesitting 

Exotic MISTRESS SANDRA ROMAINE, gorgeous in fishnet 

dress and high heels, breaks out the HANDCUFFS. Cocky 

slave Aaron W say’s he’s not worried--but he should be! 

Mistress Romaine tests the slave’s lung capacity by 

smothering him with her big, tan butt. NUDE 

FACESITTING and ASS RIMMING leads to ASS and 

PUSSY WORSHIP, hair pulling, ear twisting and 

ferocious face slapping, all accompanied by her heavily 

accented VERBAL HUMILIATION and TEASING. She 
takes the slave to his limits, then pushes beyond them. 
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My Big Fat Greek ASS 

This is an incredible facesitting ass worship video with 

psychological raping of the mind and face!  

Mistresses Olivia Saint and Sandra Romaine lie naked in 

bed, wondering what to do with their day. They decide to 

spend it training captive slave Aaron. They drag him out of 

the closet by his leash and at first he’s insolent refusing 

their commands to worship their asses and talking back. But 

the stern ladies quickly show him who’s boss by 

AGGRESSIVELY FACESITTING HIM, grinding their 

pussies on his face, moaning louder and louder as they 

ORGASM on his face! 



 

This title is only available as a 
Download 

 

 
 

 

 

Ass Licking Assault Vol. 2 

If you loved Tory Lane in Ass Licking Assault Volume 1 you 

will LOVE her in this video! Tory is incredibly aggressive 
and dominant and nasty in this epic facesitting video. 

―You can’t handle this ride!‖ growls demented Mistress Tory 

Lane. But Slave Sammy does his obedient best, desperately 

licking her ass and pussy as she grinds her crotch into his 

face. Hard INTENSE Nude FACESITTING is followed by 

TIT SMOTHERING, and ASS WORSHIP. Instead of 

easing up, she becomes even more frenzied, writhing into 

wild contortions as she forces his tongue deeper into her 
cunt and asshole. 
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FEROCIOUS FACESITTING 

Mistress Olivia Saint returns home from a hot date and 

releases her slave Vladi from her closet. She rides him 

across the floor, smacking and choking him with a dog 

leash. She handcuffs, slaps and abuses him, making him 

tremble with terror. Squatting on his face, she demands 

that he lap out her date’s cum from her ass and cunt. Again 

and again she forces his face harder and harder into her 

meaty ass, making him whimper and squeal like a pig. 
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Download 

 

 
 

 

 

ASSAULT WITH A DEADLY ASS 

In Part One, MISTRESS OLIVIA SAINT shows boundless 

creativity and absolutely no mercy. As she prepares for her 

date with a real man, Slave Vladi must endure her endless 

humiliation and abuse. With his head bent back on a chair, 

she sits on his face in full lingerie while applying her make-

up. On her bed, the panties come off as she forces him to 

clean her shaved pussy and asshole in preparation for a real 

cock. She inflicts numerous face-sitting variations, each 

more degrading and tortuous than the last. 
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War of the Asses 

Two Gorgeous Extremely Dominant Mistresses FIGHT 

OVER THE SLAVE’S TONGUE and face and bounce his 

head back and forth between their pussies and asses like a 
ping pong ball! We’ve never seen anything like this!  

Introducing extremely hot and dominant Mistress Karina 

Kay and our best facesitter of all time Sandra Romaine 

who destroy the slave’s face and use his tongue and face to 

pleasure themselves. We’ve seen hundreds of facesitting 

videos and made a ton ourselves but this one blows ALL of 
them away! 



 

This title is only available as a 
Download 

 

 
 

 

 

Dominatrix Diaries - Volume 1 

One of the greatest video’s we’ve made so far—hot female 

domination, nude facesitting, ass worship, faceslapping and 

strap on action with beautiful Dominant Mistress Harmony 

and her slave.The beginning of this movie starts with a very 

hot Point of View Ass and pussy worship scene that will 

blow your mind (and wad!). Harmony talks really nasty into 

the camera telling you to suck and lick her asshole and 

worship her pussy, teasing you by playing with it in your 

face. 
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Enjoy the Violence 

This is an EXTREME FEMDOM video with lots of intense 

punishment. If you enjoy watching a man get dominated 

and punished then sexually please a woman and getting 
fucked hard, this is the video for you. 

Roxetta, the Tax Inspector is investigating Frank Towers for 

tax fraud and offers him a way out of his debt—by 

submitting to her completely! She begins by making him a 

deal and slaps his face repeatedly and making him bark like 

a dog and worshipping her feet. Next she tramples him in 

high heels, slaps his face very hard repeatedly and 

crushes his balls with her shoes and high heels. 
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Download 

 

 
 

 

 

Worship My Brazilian Ass 

Mistress Sofia is a sensual Dominatrix who uses her slave 

to pleasure herself forcing her slave to worship and suck her 

pussy and ass until shecums over and over again! Sofia 

starts with a HOT POV scene where she commands you to 

LICK and WORSHIP HER BRAZILIAN ASS! She bends 

over in front of the camera telling you to get on your knees 
and worship her ass and pussy!!  

Next, Sofia has her slave doing some serious ass worship 

and rides his tongue whle she bounces up and down on it. 

Listen to her moan louder and louder as his tongue pumps 
in and out of her ass. 
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FISTS AND ASS OF FURY 

Not only is Mistress Sandra more intense and erotic in her 

facesitting but shePUNCHES THE SLAVE IN THE FACE 

EXTREMELY HARD OVER AND OVER AGAIN after she 

uses his face for her pleasure! It was like a demon had 

taken over her and she was possessed to dominate men by 
her ass and fists until she is totally sexually satisfied! 

If you like your women extremely dominant with NASTY 

ASS LICKING, PUSSY LICKING, PUSSY WORSHIP AND 

FACESITTING, then this video is for you!! 
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Lick My Ass VOLUME 2 

This video was so damn good we didn’t know what to name 

it and the only video we could compare it to that came 
remotely close to it was ―Lick My Ass – volume 1‖.  

Introducing fiesty hot blooded Mistress Sandra Romaine, 

and boy oh boy does she pack a wallop! This girl makes 

Mike Tyson look sane! We’ve seen hundreds of facesitting 

videos and made a ton ourselves but this one blows ALL of 
them away! 
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Facesitting Assault 

Mistress Brooke Haven looks so fucking hot in this video and 

has evolved into a very dominant Mistress using her slave’s 

face and tongue to service her orally until she is done with 

them. Brooke has her slave over for some totally NUDE 

FACESITTING and ASS WORSHIP but first she leads him 

around the room by leash and collar, making him keep up 

with her while KISSING HER ASS! She walks faster and 

slower to confuse him and make him work harder at 

worshipping her ass. Next she bends over and sticks her ass 

out and makes her slave WORSHIP HER ASS, kissing it, 
licking it, rimming her asshole and sucking her pussy! 
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Revenge of the Facesitter 

Mistress Brooke Haven is a Real Estate agent trying to make 

her sale of the month and one of her ―clients‖ decides to get 

cocky with her during a routine walk through. She is so 

upset she throws him down on the bed and begins and 

ASSAULT on his face, grinding her pussy and ass on him 

with a vengeance! Intense sexual facesitting (both 

forward and reverse totally nude) follow and lots of ass 

worship and ass rimming. Brooke figures while she has this 

guy under her ass and pussy she might as well use him to 
pleasure herself! 
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Night of the Facesitter 

Mistress Hollie Stevens looks incredible in this new video! 

Her nice tan and shapely bubble butt makes this an ass 

worshipper and facesitting dream video!  

We guarantee you that once you see the first few frames of 

this video you'll be forever mesmerized by the silky golden 

fullness of Hollie’s voluptuous round ass cheeks. She begins 

with a long great POV tease scene where she wiggles her 

ass in your face, telling you to kiss and worship her big 

beautiful ass. You’ll want to fall to your knees and kiss the 

TV or monitor when you are watching this scene because 

the way she looks and moves will make you rock hard 
instantly! 



 
 

 

 

Diary of a Facesitter 

 

Mistress Tory Lane is writing her memoirs in her diary, and 

what better to include her extreme good fortune to have 

found "The perfect ASS LICKER!" 

Tory wastes no time in hammering her ass checks over 

and over into face, as she rides his tongue like there was 

no tomorrow. Looking back into the camera, she instructs 

Matt (And you!) to stick your tongue up her ass and lick 

her pussy where and when she demands! Fingering 

herself, she slowly shows you where to lick and caress. 

Tory groans as she forces Matt to "tongue fuck her ass" 

before throwing him on his back so she can mount his 

mouth with her full weight. 
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Ass Worship 101 

Mistress Brook opens up the festivities, by straddling hubby 

Bubba's face in sheer pantyhose, berating him non-stop for 

being boring and threatening to fuck another man. 

Tired of his "puny" cock she decides to ride his face for her 

pleasure, all the while telling him that she's going to go out 

and "bring a real man home" to fuck. 

Writhing and grinding on Bubba's nose, she rubs herself 

to orgasm after orgasm as she humiliates Bubba and his 

worthless male appendage. 

Sitting forward and reverse and bouncing up and down, she 

readies herself for her evening of fun, and soon she's 

leaving Bubba the cuckold king behind, with orders to be 

there when she gets back for even more fun!  



 
 

 

Satisfy the Boss 

 

One of the greatest video’s we’ve made so far—hot female 

domination mixed with fucking by beautiful Mistress Venus 

and her slave. 

Mistress Venus is a business owner and is tired of working 

today so she decides to use her male employee Frank 

Towers (also known as Ted Hunter) for her personal 

pleasure. She begins by having her feet massaged and 

worshipped, licked and sucked for several minutes. 

Great pussy licking and pussy worship is followed by a 

hot foot job scene and then a hot blow job by Venus. 

Mistress Venus takes out her CANE and cane’s the slave on 

his butt and also on his back really hard. Intense caning 

leaves dark red marks on his ass cheeks. She even brings 

out a hairbrush and begins spanking him on the ass with 

it! 
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Along Came a Facesitter 

Ass-tonishing" is all we can say about Mistress Brooke 

Haven!  

We guarantee you that once you see the first few frames of 

this video you'll be forever mesmerized by the silky golden 

fullness of Brook's voluptuous round ass cheeks.  

Mistress Brooke is a beautiful curvy woman alone at home 

and is oh so horny for some serious ASS WORSHIP and 

FACESITTING so she calls her favorite ass slave to come on 

over and provide it for her, and sure enough, once he 

arrives, he is put to hard work under her gorgeous feminine 

ass.  



 
 

 

 

Best of Facesitting Vol. 6 

 

Hello facesitting fans, it's time for another visit to the 

Roman Video archives! 

 

In this volume we visit the land of big boobs, big stars, and 

big girls, as we catch a glimpse of our favorite Mistresses 

such as Mistress Chantz Fortune, Mistress Maiya, Mistress 

Tall Goddess, Mistress Mary Jane, and Mistress Brittany 

Andrews.  
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Best of Facesitting Vol. 5 

NUDE facesitting, ass worship, forward and reverse 

Facesitting, HOT Point of Views which have you looking up 

at the Mistresses as they talk directly at you and sit down 

directly onto the camera! This movie will keep you rock 

hard for years to CUM. Watch as the Mistresses ride the 

slaves’ face back and forth until they PLEASURE themselves 

with an EXPLOSIVE orgasm. Listen as they tell you to stroke 
yourself while kissing their asses! 

 



 
 

 

 

Best of Facesitting Vol. 4 

 

NUDE facesitting, ass worship, forward and reverse 

Facesitting, HOT Point of Views which have you looking up 

at the Mistresses as they talk directly at you and sit down 

directly onto the camera! This movie will keep you rock hard 

for years to CUM. Watch as the Mistresses ride the slaves’ 

face back and forth until they PLEASURE themselves with an 

EXPLOSIVE orgasm. Listen as they tell you to stroke 

yourself while kissing their asses! 
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Best of Facesitting Vol. 3 

Our hottest and most intense, erotic FACESITTING and 

SMOTHERING Scenes make this video a COLLECTOR’S 

ITEM! Three of our greatest facesitting videos combined 

into one video. That’s like buying 3 videos of all of the best 

scenes for the price of one! If you want to see all of the 

hottest, best and most erotic facesitting scenes on ONE 
tape, this is the tape you MUST own. 
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The Facesitting Queen 

 

This is an AWESOME video you must see to believe! Jennifer 

luv has a new slave over and wants to test his ability to 

hold his breath. She smothers him with Pantyhose at first 

and strips down after she is turned on and begins to 

FACESIT him with her hot pussy and ass! She begins to 

QUEEN him with her pussy lips and bounce on his face until 

she explodes with a powerful orgasm! SERIOUS ASS 

RIMMING follow as she forces him to tongue fuck her 

asshole and she pushes his head deep into her ass. 
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Clash of the Asses 

If you like your women totally Dominant and aggressive and 

love having their asses worshipped, then this video is for 

you! 

Say what? You want Ass, Ass, & more Ass? 

Ok then, sit back, relax, and get ready for the best ASS 

WORSHIP FACESITTING video ever made. 

What starts out as a friendly game of War between 

Mistresses Tory and Jennifer, soon turns into an all out 

slave facesitting session, as these fine Mistresses find that 
they are in serious need of some ass worship! 

Over and over again, their asses descend upon their slaves 

tongues as they dutifully lick and worship their asses in an 
all out effort to please their demanding Mistresses. 
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Asslicking Assault 

 

Mistress Tory Lane is unbelievable in this video! Tory is 

trying to study for an exam and she has found the perfect 

study aid -- a human face to sit on! She smothers him with 

her panties at first and then decides she's studied enough 

and begins an "ASS LICKING ASSAULT" on his face! She 

bounces on his face up and down forcing him to stick his 

tongue into her ass and pussy and worship it until she has 

explosive orgasms! Watch her use this slave's face for her 

pleasure, dominantly and aggressively facesitting him. 
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Worship my Latina Ass 

Gorgeous Mistress Tory Lane tells an annoying salesman 

she will buy what he wants only if he promises to let her do 

what she wants—and that is to use hisface to pleasure 

herself!  

Tory begins be SMOTHERING him with her panties but 

quickly undresses and begins grinding her hot wet pussy on 

his face and bouncing up and down on it. Her pussy lips get 

so wet while she slides them back and forth. Next, she 

forces him to stick his tongue out and lick and worship her 

pussy and while she’s FACESITTING him. She begins 

finger fucking her pussy while she sits on his tongue, 

grinding her ass on his face AGGRESSIVELY AND 
DOMINANTLY with pure animal passion! 
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PapiChuloFacesitting 

Gorgeous Latina Mistress Jennifer is listening to her 

boyfriend sing the worst songs of all time and she 

absolutely despises his taste in music. She decides to abuse 

him for having such bad taste in music and SMOTHERS him 

with her hot wet pussy and ass, rubbing her clit while 

smothering him and moaning louder and louder. 

Mistress Jennifer handcuffs her wimp slave and smothers 

him aggressively and dominantly holding her slave 

down for LONG periods of time. She opens her pussy lips 

WIDE and begins to QUEEN him with her pussy lips, totally 

covering his nose and mouth! 

She BOUNCES ON HIS FACE repeatedly andshe grinds 

her clit against his noise bringing her to a LOUD INTENSE 
ORGASM 
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Lost in Tits and Ass 

Brittany Andrews and 3 Femdom Friends turn a slave into 

their human smother machine! They TIT SMOTHER him 

taking turns shoving their big tits into his face while 

pinching his nipples and sucking his cock. Then they 

FACESIT him nude and grinding their pussies onto his face 

while sucking on each other’s tits! While one lady is 

facesitting him, the others take turns sucking his cock. They 

finish him off by having him jerk his cock until he explodes 

all over their tits. Next, with their tits covered in his cum 

they rub them all over his face!! Talk about Total 
Humiliation. 



 
 

 

 

Notorious A.S.S. 

Busty Mistress Chantz Fortune does FULL WEIGHT NUDE 

FACESITTING on an annoying employee of a hotel. Chantz 

makes him get into a ―London Bridge‖ position while she sits 

on his face and uses his face to get off! She grinds her pussy 

and ass onto his face moaning louder and louder…rubbing her 

clit. Chantz Smothers him with her huge tits, teasing and 
taunting him by rubbing them all over his face! 

Playboy Playmate Italian Mistress Nicole comes back from 

fucking another man and turns her wimp slave husband into 

her CUCKOLD!  
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For Your ASS Only 

Russian Mistress Victoria Zdrok is testing her new slave’s 

breath holding abilities and sits on his face with her FULL 

WEIGHT and begins timing how long he can hold his breath 

She undresses and begins NUDE FACESITTING rubbing 

her clit moaning louder and louder…GREAT CLOSEUPS 
of Victoria’s pussy while on his face!  

Victoria then moves the slave to the floor and then spreads 

her legs apart and sits on him with all her weight in forward 

and reverse positions, smothering him with her pussy 

and ass. 



 
 

 

 

Undercover Smother 

 

Russian Mistress Victoria Zdrok catches a man in her room 

and SMOTHERShim into submission, staying on his face for 

an eternity, laughing as he squirms under her hot pussy! 

TOTALLY NUDE FULL WEIGHT FACESITTING for Extended 

periods of time! Victoria spreads her ass cheeks apart and 

shoves his nose DEEP into her ass crack and pussy! Victoria 

TIT SMOTHERS and FACESITS him and until she has a 

POWERFUL ORGASM by masturbating on him ! 
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Worship my Pussy and Ass 

Busty Mistress Brittany O’Neil uses her slave to totally 

PLEASURE HER PUSSY AND ASS during this video! She 

FACESITS and SMOTHERS him and begins commanding 

him to LICK HER PUSSY and ASS! He sucks her pussy for 

an eternity while she SMOTHERS him MOANING very loud. 

She slaps him for trying to play with himself and FORCES him 

to continue to worship her PUSSY. FULL WEIGHT 
FACESITTING in FORWARD and REVERSE positions! 



 
 

 

 

A Facesitter is Born 

Mistress Mason is an experienced Dominatrix and is training 

her friend Mistress Holly how to SMOTHER and FACESIT a 

slave. They stick his head between their ass cheeks and 

crush his head with their ass cheeks and roll him to the 

floor and DOUBLE FACESIT HIM! Mistress Mason continues 

to educate her friend by showing her how to ―Queen‖ a slave 

by opening her pussy lips and pushing his nose and mouth 

DEEP into her pussy, smothering him with ALL her 

weight! Mistress Holly begins to REALLY enjoy this new 

fetish and the two Mistress actually begin to FIGHT over 

who gets to smother him next! 
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Tongue Fuck My Ass slave! 

Fiery Redhead Mistress Deja has a NASTY DOMINANT 

ATTITUDE and sexuality about her cannot be described by 

words! Her slave Gaspman is in for some INCREDIBLE ASS 
WORSHIP and ASS KISSING!  

Deja begins by leaning up against the wall and has 

GaspmanTONGUE FUCK HER ASS, licking up and down her 
ass cheeks and pumping his tongue deep inside her ass! 



 
 

 

 

Lick My Ass! 

Every now and then, a lady comes around that blows 

everything you’ve ever seen out of the water, who makes 

everything you’ve ever seen or filmed before PALE IN 

COMPARISON! Well, that Mistress happened to come around 

and her name is Mistress Ambrosia from Russia! She LOVES 

having her asshole tongue fucked, licked and sucked and she 

makes slave GaspmanTONGUE FUCK her ASS for HOURS! 

Ambrosia stuffs his face deep into her ass and makes him 

tongue fuck her ass until she cums, then FACESITS him 
NUDE and grinds her pussy on his face! 
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Worship my Ass 

Mistress Michele Raven is absolutely DEMONIC in this 

video! She is extremely DOMINANT, AGGRESSIVE and 

SEXUAL in this video as she handcuffs and then smothers 

a fellow Agent in her room going through her belongings! 

Michele smothers him with JEANS and her tits, then with 

her NUDE PUSSY, FACESITTING him and stuffing his 

face DEEP into her ASS , riding his face until she has 

SEVERAL ORGASMS! She spreads her ass cheeks and 

stuffs his head DEEP into her asshole, riding his nose and 
bouncing up and down on it until she CUMS HARD ! 

 



 
 

 

 

Nobody Breathes Forever 

Gorgeous Mistress Chantz Fortune is relaxing on her day 

off and pulls her "Gimp" out for some FACESITTING and 

ASS WORSHIP ! She SMOTHERS him with her PUSSY and 

ASS slaps his face while GRINDING HER PUSSY ON HIS 

FACE! Chantz continually rubs her pussy against gimp's 

face, becoming more and more aroused MOANING with 

pleasure every passing moment! She pushes his head into 

her ass using her feet and rocks back and forth on his face, 

then goes COMPLETELY NUDE and smothers his face with 
her hot wet pussy! 
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Beach Blanket Smother 

Tall Goddess comes home to find a thief going through her 

belongings and AGGRESSIVELY WRESTLES him down to 

the ground and SMOTHERING HIM into submission! Tall 

Goddess pins him and wrestles with him to keep him 

under her ass until he admits why he is in her room. She 

controls his life under her ass in her sexy black dress and 

begins to take out her aggression on his face by 

SMOTHERING him (forward and reverse) pinning his 

hands down with her shoes and hands! She SMOTHERS 

him for an eternity, telling him that by the time she is 

done with him he's going to WISH he were with the 

police!! 

 



 
 

 

 

To Smother a Deadbeat 

Mistress Brittany O'Neil has come home to find her 

deadbeat boyfriend sleeping on the couch instead of 

working to pay back the loan he owes her. She demands 

an explanation and when Matt doesn't have one, she 

begins to take out her aggression on his face by 

SMOTHERING him (forward and reverse) until he agrees 

to work off his debt!  

Brittany O'Neil FACESITS him and controls his breathing 

while rubbing her big beautiful tits and moaning out load 

as he struggles for air underneath her! 
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When Face Meets Ass 

Beautiful Tall Goddess comes home to ask where her 

money is from her deadbeat boyfriend but when he makes 

up some stupid excuse of why he doesn't have it, Tall 

Goddess immediately jumps on his face, FACESITTING 

him with her mini skirt on using her FULL WEIGHT for 

extended time! Forward and reverse facesitting follow in a 

relentless assault on his face! Tall Goddess HANDCUFFS 

him and SMOTHERS him more, resting her feet on the 
dresser saying she's not getting up until he pays her back! 

 



 
 

 

 

Ay PapiFacesitting 

Mistress Brandy calls over slave Gaspman to worship her 

ass and to SMOTHER him until shecums. Brandy rubs 

baby oil onto her ass cheeks and has Gaspman worship her 

ass until there she is ready to FACESIT him. After several 

minutes of forward and reverse FACESITTING, she orders 

gaspman to RIM HER ASSHOLE by sliding his tongue 

deep into her ass! An extended point of view follows next 

as she sits on your face and smothers you! She finishes off 

gaspman with a few more minutes of facesitting until she 
has an EXPLOSIVE ORGASM! 
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Hotel Smotherfornia 

Mistress Mary Jane is relaxing at a hotel and requests a 

special kind of room service—FACESITTING!! Huey 

happens to be the unlucky (or should we say LUCKY?!) 

guy to be SMOTHERED by Mary Jane! She handcuffs him 

and begins to FACESIT and SMOTHER him and USE 

HIS FACE TO GET OFF! Watch her GRIND her PUSSY 

and ASS on his face, DANCING on it while moaning 

while he just lies there accepting his fate! She has an 

ORGASM while riding his face. Next, an extended point 

of view puts you underneath her naked pussy and ass as 

she SMOTHERS YOU! Look up and watch her beautiful 

pussy and ass sit directly onto YOUR Face! 

 



 
 

 

 

Facesitting Felines 

 

Mistress Jewel Marceau is testing the limits of her new 

slave by sitting on his face while reading a magazine and 

enjoying herself. She puts his head under her ass on the 

couch and begins to TIME how long he can hold his breath, 

meanwhile rubbing her pussy and tits moaning in pleasure 

as he struggles for air! Jewel pinches his nipples while 

FACESITTING him, making him writhe in pain and 

pleasure…After he fails to stay under her ass for even 30 

seconds, she FACESLAPS HIM HARD, repeatedly until he 

admits what a loser he is and in order to continue to be her 

slave, he has to go practice holding his breath for at least 

60 seconds! 
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Femme Fatale Facesitters 

Tall Goddess begins by having slave alan rub baby oil on 

her ass, massaging it in her skin and making it shine. 

After its nice and shiny, she smothers YOU and squats 

down on the camera telling you to stick your head deep 

into her ass cheeks and FACESITS and Smothers you 
until you are DIZZY with LUST! 

 



 
 

 

 

The Terminatrix – Rise of the Asses 

 

Mistress Fiona Cheeks (who’s nickname truly fits her) is at 

a hotel relaxing expecting her food delivered but an air 

conditioning repairman (Adam Shame) shows up instead. 

Mr. Shame makes a pathetic attempt to fix the air 

conditioning in the room but Mistress Fiona is hungry and 

pissed that her food is so late, so decides to take it out on 

Mr. Shame. She throws him to the bed and begins to make 

him worship her pussy and kiss her ass, 

SMOTHERING him into a new dimension of hotel service! 
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Adventures in Facesitting 

Mistress Maiya is babysitting Adam Shame who is 

continually bugging her by tickling her feet to get 

attention. Mistress Maiya decides this brat needs some 

discipline so she begins to SMOTHER him with her FULL 

WEIGHT and with her black LEATHER PANTS on the 

couch, floor and on a footrest. Maiya begins to undress as 

she is getting into the FACESITTING and she says she 

might as well use him for her pleasure since she’s going 

to dominate him with her body! She begins to MOAN as 
he wiggles underneath her beautiful perky ass! 

 



 
 

 

 

The Good, the Bad and the Smothered 

 

Mistress Mary Jane is at a hotel trying to work but is 

having problems with her laptop, so she calls Tech Support 

from guest services. The tech guy claims he knows 

computers, but it is obvious to Mary Jane the guy knows 

nothing except how to catch a peek up her skirt! Mary Jane 

catches him LOOKING UP HER SKIRT and slaps this so 

called ―Tech Support pervert‖ repeatedly (with the camera 

angle making you feel like the one being slapped) and 

begins to SMOTHER him with her entire weight, 

facesitting on the couch, forward and reverse, resting her 

feet on his legs with all her weight on his face. 
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The Spy Who Smothered Me 

Playboy Playmate and Penthouse Centerfold 

Mistress Victoria catches fellow spy Adam Shame going 

through her drawers and confronts him into a SMOTHER 

CONFESSION!! She pins him down on the couch for 

some hot JEANS FACESITTING then throws him to the 

floor DEMANDING he confesses to espionage, but Mr. 

Shame decides to keep his mouth closed, and Mistress 

Victoria assists him by Sitting on his face! She drags him 

to a chair and SMOTHERS him some more with her 

FULL WEIGHT until he begins to talk, which only 

infuriates Victoria more, so she undresses and 

SMOTHERS him with her breasts, teasing him and 

tormenting him while he struggles for air!  

 



 
 

 

 

From Russia with ASS 

 

Playboy Playmate and Penthouse Centerfold Mistress 

Victoria is babysitting her friends’ brother Adam, who has 

an uncanny ability to upset her by tickling her feet. To 

discipline this bratty wimp she begins to SMOTHER him 

with her ASS and sit on his face until he behaves!! 

Extended FACESITTING and ASS WORSHIP Point of 

Views stand out in this HOT EROTIC VIDEO which will 

keep you watching scene after scene in slow motion! 

Victoria takes Adam to the floor and uses her entire body 

to smother him, stretching out her legs and using his 

face to ORGASM!! 
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Best of Smother Vol. 2 

We had so much footage from our collection, we had to 

make TWO ―Best of Smother‖ Videos! This is the 

second of two of our hottest, most erotic and intense 

Femdom FACESITTING Smother scenes ever compiled 

onto ONE TAPE! This video has the BEST scenes of 

women SMOTHERING male slaves with their ASS, 

controlling their breathing as the use the slave’s face to 

CUM or casually read a magazine or file their nails or talk 
on the phones to their boyfriends! 

 



 

 
 

 

 

Best of Smother Vol. 1 

 

Our hottest and most intense, erotic FACESITTING and 

SMOTHERING Scenes make this video a COLLECTOR’S 

ITEM! Never seen before exclusive footage from an 

upcoming video release starring Beautiful Playboy 

Playmate and Penthouse Pet Mistress Victoria make this 

one of our BEST SMOTHER VIDEOS of ALL TIME! If you 

want to see all of the hottest, best and most erotic 

facesitting scenes on ONE tape, this is the tape you MUST 

own! 
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Prelude to a Smother 

In part 1, Director/Producer Bubba is interviewing two 

incredibly beautiful women, Mistress Goldy and Mistress 

Mary Jane who are trying to break into the show 

business. Bubba tries to lure the women onto his ―casting 

couch‖ and instead ends up being SMOTHERED into the 

next dimension! When he offers the part for the movie in 

exchange for sex, the Mistresses throw him down onto 

the bed and begin to SMOTHER and FACESIT him until 

he almost passes out! Watch them smother him (forward 

and reverse) with all their weight, DOUBLE 
SMOTHERING him at the same time! 

 



 
 

 

 

Breath of a Salesman 

 

Mia Domore is back with a vengeance with her two sexy 

Latina friends to Smother, dominate and trample 

slave Alan into oblivion!! She teaches her sexy friends 

Princess and Honey (both with incredible BUBBLE 

BUTTS!) to SMOTHER, FACESIT and dominate wimpy 

Alan who lies to Mia in an online chat room! All 3 girls 

begin to SMOTHER him, taking turns smothering him, 

using all their weight and keeping him down for REALLY 

LONG periods of time! Watch as they sandwich his face 

between their asses and sit on each others shoulders full 

INTENSE FULL WEIGHT SMOTHERING! Mia loves using 

a guy’s face to get off so she shows the other girls how to 

use a guy’s face to pleasure themselves. 
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Tales from the Clit 

Mistress Mia Domore is back again with a vengeance with 

her 2 sexy Latina friends, Mistress Princess (who has an 

INCREDIBLE BUBBLE BUTT!) and sexy Mistress Honey 

relaxing on a lazy Sunday afternoon when they hear a 

knock on the door and witness the most pathetic sales 

pitch ever!! Mia throws this loser down to the ground and 

the three Mistresses begin to SMOTHER AND FACESIT 

him repeatedly until he is literally yelling ―I QUIT‖! Watch 

these sexy Latina Mistresses destroy him by RIDING 

HIS FACE, smothering him FORWARD AND REVERSE 
with all their weight! 

 



 
 

 

 

Smothered Sissy Cuckold 

 

Penthouse Pet Mistress Orchid and her friend Mistress 

Brandy have come home from a hot night of fucking with 

her black boyfriend and wake Bubba up to smother him 

with their pussies and asses! They decide to turn Bubba 

into their cuckold! Both are in panties and mount his face 

and sit down on it with their FULL WEIGHT. These two 

sexy women Smother him into oblivion with Forward and 

Reverse DOUBLEFacesitting. Hot erotic facesitting action 

with incredible camera angles which put you in the movie 

as the two girls bounce their asses against each other! Hot 

erotic ponyboy ride until the slave collapses!  
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White Men Can’t Breathe 

For you HARD CORE FACESITTING fans out there, this is 

a very sensual and erotic video with FULL WEIGHT 

facesitting. If you don’t believe it, CLOCK THE TIME the 

guy goes under her ass to the time she gets up and see 

how hard he is breathing! Look at the beet red color on 

his face and you’ll see this is EXTENDED full weight 

facesitting that is to only pleasure Mistress Tori Sinclair. 

Tori is a true Dominant Female who uses her new slave’s 

face for her pleasure by bouncing up and down on it, 

getting aroused sensually by grinding her clit against his 
nose and enjoying watching him struggle for air.  

 



 
 

 

 

Two Sat over the Cuckoo’s Face 

 

In Part 1 of this video, Bubba decides to go to a therapist 

to figure out why he keeps fantasizing about being 

smothered, facesat, ridden around like a ponyboy, 

faceslapped and spit on by women, so he visits a famous 

psychologist, Mary Jane. Little does he know that her form 

of treatment is unlike any other psychologist. Mary Jane 

begins by putting bubba into a deep trance making him 

watch her pearl necklace. After he is in a trance, she 

begins to FACESIT him with her clothing on, asking him 

"Is this what you are having a problem with?". After 

several minutes, she orders him onto the bed and begins 

to smother him NUDE relentlessly with full weight, forward 

and reverse smother, making sure he stays down for 

extended periods of time. 
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Crouching Woman Hidden Face 

In Part 1 of this video, Mistress Tori Sinclair is pissed at 

her pathetic hubby Bubba for not finishing her website. 

She demands an explanation and begins to smother the 

life out of him! She forwards and reverse smothers him 

until his head turns bright red, suffocating him with her 

beautiful ass. She uses hand over mouth to smother him 

along with her breasts for LONG periods of time, causing 

him to almost pass out several times. She grabs his cock 

and balls and threatens to yank them off if he doesn’t 

give a good reason why he hasn’t finished her site. She 

slaps his face and continually verbally abuse him 

throughout the torment. 

 

 



 
 

 

 

Hopalong ASS-idy 

 

In Part 1 of this video, Bubba calls an escort agency and 

requests a specific type of woman to dominate him. What 

shows up is nothing like he imagined. Bubba tries to send 

her away and finds out he is in for a lot more than he 

bargained for. Mistress Goldy proves to bubba that not 

only can she dominate him, but also suggests he work at 

the agency as a slave! Mistress Goldy face sits forward and 

reverse, slaps him silly, verbally humilates him and rides 

him around like her personal ponyboy! She gets hot and 

decides to take off her clothes, and begins to smother him 

with her powerful pussy, full weight facesitting forward and 

reverse until he almost passes out! 
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DVD $19.99 

 
 

 

One blonde, one brunette, four amazing tits! 

British Bombshell Chessie Kay is an unbelievably man-eater 

with amazing tits. She teases you, mercilessly. She uses her 

large boobs to hypnotize you, and turn you into her tit 

addict. 

You obey her every command as she gleefully squeezes her 

fun bags around your cock. She hungrily slurps your cock 

and balls between her plush lips and deep throats you until 

you can't take any more. 

You tit fuck her passionately, watch your dick disappear 

between her wobbling jugs, and finally cum explosively. 
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Two huge breasted brunettes are determined to control 

your hard cock! Pixie-face, blue-eyed Rachele Richey shows 

off her incredibly hot, young body, asking you to imagine 

your cock sliding between her amazing natural tits. Knowing 

how horny you are, she takes charge. Locking you in a 

chastity device so you'll save all your cum for her tits. 

When she finally releases you, she wraps those big soft 

boobs around your cock. She tit fucks you passionately, 

bringing you to the edge of orgasm, but stops before you 

cum. She wraps her pouty wet lips around your cock, deep 

throating you, but again stops before you can cum. 
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Big Boob legend Maggie Green is your mistress today and 

you are her obedient slave. One look at her huge natural 

jugs and your will dissolves. She looms over you like an 

amazon, reminding you that your penis has been locked up 

in CHASTITY for three weeks, and that the key to your 

freedom hangs around her neck, safe in her cleavage. 

She tortures you, telling you how horny she is and how she 

needs a big hard cock between her massive tits. She 

caresses her heavy tit flesh. Don't you want to squeeze and 

play with them, she asks? Don't you want to slide your cock 

between them? 
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Blonde bombshell Jacky Joy has super horny tits that crave 

hard dick. Huge, soft, squeezable, jiggly and perfect, her 

boobs fill the screen and occupy your mind. Imagine your 

hard dick squished between those soft titties, she tells you. 

Imagine fucking the shit out of them! 

Imagine no more! She oils them up and wraps those 

enormous tits around your throbbing rod. She licks her lips 

and moans with pleasure as she rubs her firm boobs up and 

down your cock, faster and faster, making you a slave to 

her tits. 
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We got a brunette, we got a blonde, and have we got HUGE 

TITS! 

Yurizan Beltran is exotic, sexy, and totally evil. She may 

want to be called ―princess‖, but she's really a wicked witch 

who enslaves you with her magically hypnotic tits. She 

owns you. You worship her, even as she treats you like shit. 

She demands your hard cock for her horny fucking tits, and 

heaven help you if you don't deliver. She wraps her boobs 

around your throbbing meat, slurps it into her wet mouth. 

She craves your cum, but SQUEEZES and SLAPS your boner 

when try to withhold it. 

In a delirium, you fuck her cleavage, fuck her mouth until 

you finally explode on her chest. 
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Two unforgettable scenes of TITTY FUCKING that will leave 

you drained. 

Alex Chance is young and cute, and her all natural 36 DD 

tits are so horny for cock, she'll do anything to get one. She 

jiggles and caresses her soft, warm flesh. She tries to 

hypnotize you with her rippling jugs. 

She rejoices when your cock arrives. She gives you an 

amazing BLOWJOB before sliding your meat between her 

pillowy dugs. You fuck her oiled tits in multiple positions 

before blasting your load. 
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Sweet Vicky Vixen caresses her pale skin, fondles her warm 

breasts, hungry for love. She jiggles her titties, 

HYPNOTIZING you. She fingers her pussy and cries out for 

cock. 

Finally, she gets your cock in her mouth and between her 

tits. She gives you a wet, sensual BLOWJOB, then oils up 

her breasts and drives you crazy with a slippery TIT FUCK. 

After fucking her mouth and plowing her cleavage, you blast 

a huge load on her boobs. 

Then there's Eva Notty with her HUGE, HEAVY, HANGING 

FUNBAGS! She's so lonely, she complains as she runs her 

hands over her body, squeezing and tugging her jugs. 
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Gorgeous, exotic Jessica Moore's tits are SO HORNY! But 

where oh where will she ever find a hard cock to satisfy 

them? In her introduction, she shows off her luscious curves 

and fondles her big, natural breasts. She jiggles, them, 

squeezes them, tweaks her nipples. She begs for a man to 

come and please be tits, her pussy, her ass. 

Finally she finds a guy on the internet! And it's YOU! She 

grabs your cock and sucks into her hot mouth. Then she 

wraps her big, heavy tits around it and gives you the 

greatest TIT FUCK of your life. 
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Best of Trample Volume 8 

More ferocious, frenzied feet for fevered foot fetishists!  

HIGH HEEL TRAMPLING, BARE FOOT TRAMPLING, FOOT 

WORSHIP, TOE SUCKING, and FOOT JOBS! There’s solo 
trampling, double-team trampling, and POV trampling. 

Watch NEW UNSEEN FOOTAGE of beautiful Latina 

Mistress Jasmine Byrne’s stunning feet drive her slave into 

a delirium of toe sucking before she strokes his cock with her 

arches. 
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Best of Trample Volume 7 

More ferocious, frenzied feet for fevered foot fetishists!  

HIGH HEEL TRAMPLING, BARE FOOT TRAMPLING, FOOT 

WORSHIP, TOE SUCKING, and FOOT JOBS! There’s solo 
trampling, double-team trampling, and POV trampling. 

Watch NEW UNSEEN FOOTAGE of beautiful Latina 

Mistress Jasmine Byrne’s stunning feet drive her slave into 

a delirium of toe sucking before she strokes his cock with her 
arches. 
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Best of Trample Volume 6 

An unbelievable collection of podiatric punishment! A festival of 

frenzied foot fury! 

This video compilation has it all. HIGH HEEL TRAMPLING, 

BARE FOOT TRAMPLING, FOOT WORSHIP, TOE SUCKING, 

and even two amazing scenes of FOOT FUCKING! There’s 

solo trampling, double-team trampling, and POV 
trampling. 

And these aren’t just any feet. These are the gorgeous feet of 

the most beautiful, most dominant dames ever put on 
video.  
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The Queens of Trample 

For the first time ever the MOST INTENSE, MOST 

BEAUTIFUL and MOST BRUTAL TRAMPLING MISTRESS 

are on one video. SIX VISCIOUS VIXENS! TWELVE 
FEROCIOUS FEET in nonstop STOMPING ACTION! 

Shot during tapings of ―Playboy Sexcetera‖ with  SCOTT 

POTASNIK (host of the Playboy Sexcetera show), this video 

takes you both into the action and behind the scenes. 

The action begins with an incredible DOUBLE TRAMPLE of Slave 

Jonesy by the certifiably DEMENTED MISTRESS SANDRA 

ROMAINE and BIG TITTED BLONDE MISTRESS BARBARA 

SUMMERS. Their HIGH HEELS DIG DEEP into the slave’s 
flesh as they stream VERBAL ABUSE. 
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THE MAKING OF THE ―PLAYBOY SEXCETERA‖ SHOW 

An incredible look BEHIND THE SCENES of the Playboy 

Channel’s exploration of TRAMPLING! Watch and learn the real 

secrets of an adult fetish production! 

Spend the day with MISTRESS ROXETTA, MISTRESS 

BROOKE HAVEN, MISTRESS SHY LOVE and MISTRESS 

DILLAN LAUREN as they and their slaves are directed 
through multiple scenes of vicious trampling depravity! 

Go behind the cameras for a different view of the action. HIGH 

HEELS, TOE SUCKING, FEMALE DOMINATION, BALL 

CRUSHING, HEAD STANDING, and relentless 

HUMILIATION! It’s all there, along with the energy, fun and 
genuine surprises that happen on a real video set. 
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TRAMPLE FACTORY 

All of the BEST Trample foot worship content taken from the 

shoot for the Playboy Sexcetera show! 4 GORGEOUS New 

Mistresses Trample in extreme brutality and sensuality in 
NEVER BEFORE SEEN content! 

AN UNBELIEVABLE ORGY OF BRUTAL TRAMPLING ACTION!!! 

FOUR GORGEOUS DOMINANT GIRLS take on four submissive 

guys in WILD, MULTIPLE COMBINATIONS! 

In your face POV SCENES! Lethal SPIKED HEELS! Forced 

TOE SUCKING! Weight Guessing Games! Intense HEAD 

STANDING! Brutal BALL CRUSHING! This one has MORE 

WOMEN and MORE ACTION than any other single 
trampling video you’ve seen!  
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Best of Trample Vol. 5 

Our hottest and most intense, erotic Trampling and Foot 

Worship Scenes make this video a COLLECTOR’S ITEM! 

Never seen before exclusive footage from Trample Scenes not 

found in any of our other videos make this one of our BEST 

TRAMPLE VIDEOS of ALL TIME! If you want to see all of the 

hottest, best and most erotic trampling scenes on ONE tape, 
this is the tape you MUST own! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Best of Trample Vol. 4 

 

Our hottest and most intense, erotic Trampling and Foot 

Worship Scenes make this video a COLLECTOR’S ITEM! 

Never seen before exclusive footage from Trample Scenes not 

found in any of our other videos make this one of our BEST 

TRAMPLE VIDEOS of ALL TIME! If you want to see all of the 

hottest, best and most erotic trampling scenes on ONE tape, 

this is the tape you MUST own! 
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Best of Trample Vol. 3 

Our hottest and most intense, erotic Trampling and Foot 

Worship Scenes make this video a COLLECTOR’S ITEM! 

Never seen before exclusive footage from Trample Scenes not 

found in any of our other videos make this one of our BEST 

TRAMPLE VIDEOS of ALL TIME! If you want to see all of the 

hottest, best and most erotic trampling scenes on ONE tape, 
this is the tape you MUST own! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Best of Trample Vol. 2 

Our greatest Trample scenes combined onto one great video! 

This is the second ―Best of Trample‖ videos with lots of NEW 

footage from Brittany Andrews and her 3 Femdom Friends, 

Goldy and Mary Jane and Tall Goddess. Tons of High Heel 

Trampling, Foot Worship, Barefoot Trampling, Ball Kicking, 
Human Trampolines and head standing! 
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Best of Trample Vol. 1 

Our hottest and most intense, erotic Trampling and Foot 

Worship Scenes make this video a COLLECTOR’S ITEM! 

Never seen before exclusive footage from Trample Scenes not 

found in any of our other videos make this one of our BEST 

TRAMPLE VIDEOS of ALL TIME! If you want to see all of the 

hottest, best and most erotic trampling scenes on ONE tape, 

this is the tape you MUST own! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Interview with a Trampler 

Mistress Cory Lane is trying out a new potential slave, Bubba 

for an upcoming BDSM party. Bubba claims he can handle all 

of her abuses, but Cory wants proof for herself so she begins 

by slapping him HARD in the face repeatedly and then caning 

his ass with a Rattan cane until his ass is bright red. She 

swings the cane right into the camera for several minutes, 

making you feel like the one being dominated! Cory spanks his 
ass and makes him count while smacking him. 
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To Serve Woman 

Beautiful Mistress Cory Lane is on a business trip and is trying 

to unwind from a long day in her hotel room, so she calls room 

service to see if there is someone she can use to relieve all her 

stress. She is in luck because the room service attendant 

happens to be the infamous Trample star Rudy! Cory explains 

to him that she has this desire to walk on a guy and that 

trampling someone always relieves her of her stress, so Rudy 

obliges and lies down on the floor. She begins to trample him 

with high heels and walk all over his body, standing on his 
neck and choking him with her foot. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

2002 – A Trample Odyssey 

In Part 1 of this video, Bubba sold beautiful Mistress Cory Lane 

some bogus items on an online auction site and she demands 

a refund! When Bubba refuses, he is seduced into being 

Trampled by her, thinking he’s going to get something at the 

end of his torture. Boy is he wrong! Cory begins by standing 

on him with sharp high heels, walking all over him, demanding 

a refund. When Bubba continues to refuse, she continues to 

trample him, making him lick the bottoms of her high heels to 

clean the dirt off! She then sits down in a chair and makes him 

worship her shoes, sucking on the heels, licking the bottoms of 

the shoe and verbally abusing him while he’s cleaning with his 
tongue. 
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There’s Something About Mary Jane 

In Part 1 of this video, Bubba is recovering from a night of 

partying and is woken by one of his pissed off employees, Mary 

Jane. She shows photo's of Bubba groping and fondling her the 

night before and threatens to show his wife photo's. Bubba 

doesn't believe her and tells her to get back to work. This 

infuriates Mary Jane even more and she begins by KICKING 

HIM IN THE BALLS! As he keels over from pain, she throws 

him down on the floor and begins to trample him with her 

heels, walking all over his chest, stomach and face. She makes 

him lick the dirt off the bottom of her shoes and suck on the 

heels. Then she takes off her shoes and begins to trample him 
with her barefeet. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Footslave Prophecies Vol. 2 

In Part 1 of this video, Mistress Tori Sinclair is pissed off 

because her stupid husband, Bubba still hasn’t finished her 

website because he’s been too busy downloading porn off the 

internet! Tori decidesits time to teach him a lesson and begins 

by Trampling him with high heels and making him lick the 

bottoms of her shoes. 

In Part 2 of this video, Bubba is at a hotel and decides he 

wants a ―Shiatsu‖ massage. When the Masseuse Mia arrives, 

she begins by telling him she has a new technique called 

―Shoe-atsu‖. Bubba decides to give it a try and boy is he in for 

a surprise! Mia begins to trample him with her high heels and 
stand on his chest, stomach and head with her full weight! 
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Footslave Prophecies Vol. 1 

In Part 1 of this video, dumb ass Bubba gets a cheap hotel 

thinking he’ll save money on his vacation with his wife, 

Mistress Goldy. When Mistress Goldy arrives, she is mad as 

hell for him getting something so cheap and with a pathetic 

view. She begins to stand on him with high heels verbally 

degrading him and calling him names. She stands on his head 

and begins to trample the hell out of him. She grinds her heels 

into his neck and chest as he screams in agony. She walks all 

over him with her high heels, constantly degrading him for 
being such an idiot.  
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Best of Ponyboys Vol. 4 

Down on your hands and knees, boys. You're going to be 

ridden hard today! Ten of the hottest Mistresses in porn are 

ready to strip down and saddle up. Beautiful, ultra-dominant 

mistresses will smack their ponyboy slaves with riding crops 

while they rub and bounce their sopping pussies on their 

backs. Watch these gorgeous hotties dig in their heels as they 

ride their trotting, prancing ponys until they explode with 

powerful orgasms. Mistresses Sierra Sanders, Austin Taylor, 

Madison Rose, Alison Tyler, Brandi Aniston, Kagney Lynn 
Karter, Savanah Stern, Victoria Zdrok, Roxetta, Savanah Gold. 
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Best of Ponyboys Vol. 3 

Our Newest, hottest FemdomPonyboy scenes ever collected 

onto one video! Watch scene after scene of Gorgeous Nude 

Mistresses ride male slaves as Ponyboys until they have WILD 

INTENSE ORGASMS while riding the slave on his back! This 

video has so many hot scenes you won’t find anywhere else, 

including a RARE NUDE Victoria Zdrokponyboy scene. 

Watch Victoria have an intense orgasm while riding her 
male slave in this video! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Shoulder Riding Ecstasy 

Hot erotic nude Shoulder Riding combined with dominant 

Ponyboy riding with an incredibly sexy British Asian Mistress 

make this video by far our best Shoulder Riding Ponyboy 

video! 

Miss Roxy makes her boyfriend perform calf raises for her to 

complete his workout. He bounces her up and down while she 

is on his back until she nearly has an orgasm. Next she rides 

on his shoulders for some great shoulder riding action. They 

go up and down the stairs and you can really hear Roxy 

getting into it. 

Roxy wants a ponyboy ride and rides him around for several 
minutes and has an EXPLOSIVE ORGASM!  
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Cum on my Shoulders 

Sexy Mistress Lisa Lee wants Shoulder rides, Ponyboy rides 

and donkey calf raises until she cums over and over again! She 

begins by riding her slave around the room like a ponyboy 

completely nude and rides his back until she has a loud 

explosive orgasm! Watch her ride around the room bouncing 

up and down as her hot wet pussy rubs against the skin of her 

ponyboy! 

Next, she mounts his back for some very erotic Donkey calf 

raises, bouncing up and down until she has another orgasm! 

She then mounts her slave for some hot erotic SHOULDER 

RIDING! Camera angles get great close ups of her hot wet 
pussy rubbing against the back of his neck 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Latina Ponyboy Domination 

Here is a video you will NEVER FIND ANYWHERE ELSE! 

We guarantee it! A Beautiful Sexy Latina DominaHonney 

Bunny riding a white slave around like a PONYBOY until she 

is totally sexually satisfied!!  

Honney Bunny begins by riding her ponyboy around on his 

back with her legs and feet hanging over her shoulder, then 

makes him bounce for her up and down, bringing her close to 

an orgasm, but she stops before cumming to ride him longer 

and harder! Watch her PLAY WITH HER PUSSY AND TITS 

while she is riding him around! This Latina Domina truly 

LOVES dominating her male ponyboys! 

Plus exciting bonus footage! 
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Shoulder Riding Heaven 

Brandy comes back from a long day at the beach with her 

slave Gaspman and wants to relax with some HOT shoulder 

riding. Gaspman obliges by performing donkey calf raises for 

Brandy, who be-comes so aroused she takes off her top and 

begins to MOAN LOUD, groaning every time he bounces her 

up and down on his back until she has an INTENSE ORGASM! 

Next, slave gaspman takes Brandy around the room, carrying 

her on his shoulders, BOUNCING HER UP AND DOWN until 

she ORGAMS AGAIN! Look at the pure ecstasy on her face as 

she grinds against the back of his neck, rubbing her hot pussy 
against it until she CUMS LOUD! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Best of Ponyboys Vol. 1 

This is the PONYBOY video you’ve been waiting for! Hot, 

Erotic sensual Ponyboy Domination with ORGASMIC endings 

with Mistresses riding slaves NUDE until they CUM ON THEIR 

BACKS! Watch scene after scene of Mistresses riding slaves 

around making them whinny and using them for their pleasure 

as the ponyboy bounces up and down and slides them across 

his back until the women CUM HARD! 
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Best of Ponyboys Vol.2 

This is the second PONYBOY video you’ve been waiting for! 

Since we couldn’t fit all the Ponyboy scenes on one tape, we 

had to make two! Even more Hot, Erotic sensual Ponyboy 

Domination with ORGASMIC endings with Mistresses riding 

slaves NUDE until they CUM ON THEIR BACKS! Watch scene 

after scene of Mistresses riding slaves around making them 

whinny and using them for their pleasure as the ponyboy 

bounces up and down and slides them across his back until the 
women CUM HARD! 
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